
NEW ZEALAND MARCH 2021 The Mind Strength Method
Dr Jodie Lowinger

What if you could turn anxiety into your superpower? A groundbreaking approach that has helped thousands
by founder of the Sydney Anxiety Clinic.

Description
What if you could turn anxiety into your superpower?

Dr Jodie Lowinger - clinical psychologist, executive coach and founder of the Sydney Anxiety Clinic - is at the forefront of
mental health practice and has already helped thousands reframe their anxiety in this era of uncertainty. Through her
groundbreaking Mind Strength methodology, and now in her first book, she offers a simple and practical toolkit of the best
evidence-based techniques to:
- harness fear-driven thoughts and behaviours and turn them into empowered action
- break free from being bossed around by worry and your inner critic
- build a resilient, high-performance mindset.

Woven through with relatable case studies, simple diagrams and illustrations, and challenges to the stories you've been
telling yourself, The Mind Strength Method helps you move forward with your life in a way that is more aligned with your
purpose and values. It is the must-read book of our time for anyone who feels they are caught up in fight-or-flight mode
and offers hope in the midst of uncertainty.

About the Author
Dr Jodie Lowinger is a clinical psychologist, world-leading expert in anxiety, mindset and resilience, and CEO/founder of
the Sydney Anxiety Clinic, where she has helped thousands of adults, children and adolescents with all levels of severity
of anxiety, stress, mood and behavioural challenges. She received the University Medal for Psychology from UNSW, has
completed post-graduate research in anxiety at the University of Sydney and has worked and trained at Harvard Medical
School, Boston Children's Hospital and St Vincent's Hospital Anxiety Disorders Unit.

Dr Jodie is also a high-performance and mindset coach to global business leaders and elite athletes, where she helps
them engage in mindset, performance and resilience strategies to succeed. Alongside her work with executives and
organisations, Jodie is a go-to anxiety and resilience expert for school principals, teachers, parents, children and
adolescents. She is on the board of several not-for-profit organisations including Gotcha4Life, boosting men's mental
fitness and Streetwork, mentoring homeless teens to turn young lives around.

As a keynote speaker and media commentator, Dr Jodie's work has exploded since the covid epidemic. With the Mind
Strength Method, Jodie is on a heart-driven mission to equip people with practical, proven techniques to relieve anxiety,
stress, worry and fear and build resilient, high-performing and empowered action for all ages. Alongside equipping people
with a transformational Mind Strength Toolkit, Jodie helps people recognise the inherent strengths in people who
experience anxiety: a deep, protective instinct; analytical mind; and passionate, caring heart - 'you care because you
care'. She has created a Mind Strength Movement for positivity and empowered action worldwide. Murdoch Books
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NEW ZEALAND MARCH 2021 Healing You
Jennie Liljefors

A giftable journal for recording thoughts and reflections, interspersed with tips, advice and exercises for
developing a healing practice

Description
Healing You is a journal for reflection and expression to encourage you find your unique energy, personal strength and
inner peace.

For those times when the negative thoughts, challenging situations and learned behaviours make everyday life seem
difficult, writing things down can be a way to break down the emotional and physical barriers to healing. By breaking our
silence and writing down our stories, we find it easier to hear and feel the spirit within us, to recharge our batteries and
shine from the inside out.

As you work through the journal you can practise setting intentions; using crystals and essential oils; practising breathing,
mindfulness and yoga; and using mantras to inspire you as you find your way towards forgiveness and good health.

The more you work to find inner peace, the more you will disccover how things fall into place. Write down your truth and
magic will unfold.

About the Author
Jennie Liljefors is a certified yoga teacher and teaches Anusarayoga, Yin Yoga, Restorative Yoga, Pregnancy Yoga and
Meditation. She also works with personal training in yoga with therapeutic focus and treatment of post-traumatic stress
disorder. She has run Altromondo Yoga in Stockholm since 2013.
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NEW ZEALAND MARCH 2021 Vegan Intermittent Fasting
Dr Petra Bracht and Mira Flatt

The definitive (and first!) vegan guide to intermittent fasting for weight loss and improved health-with over 80
plant-powered recipes to keep you fuller longer.

Description
Intermittent fasting has emerged as an evidence-based revolution in health and wellness. And even if you usually eat
meat and fish, why not do a plant-based intermittent fasting reset? You can start at any time and lose weight while still
eating the foods you love. In the popular 16:8 method, you eat 2 to 3 times over 8 hours, then fast for 16 hours (which, of
course, includes time spent asleep). The result can be astounding: weight loss, a stronger immune system, increased
longevity and so much more. Let Petra Bracht, General Practitioner and Naturopath, and recipe developer Mira Flatt
guide you through the transition to a fasting lifestyle, with medically supported advice and over 80 satisfying vegan
recipes including ideas for lunch, such as Rainbow Summer Rolls, protein-packed dinners, like Smoked Tofu Potato
Salad or Chili sin Carne and healthy desserts like Chocolate Cardamom Truffles.
Live healthier - and longer - with this complete vegan guide to intermittent fasting.

About the Author
Petra Bracht is a doctor of general medicine and naturopathy, specializing in nutritional medicine, and a bestselling
author. She runs the first vegan private medical health center in Bad Homburg, Germany. She is a passionate advocate
of intermittent fasting, and for over 30 years, she has witnessed how people can become healthy, even in cases of
serious illness, with intermittent fasting and plant-based nutrition.
Mira Flatt is a recipe developer based in Germany. She has been working intensively with Dr. Bracht for seven years, has
been a passionate vegan for many years and has been using the intermittent fasting method for five years.
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NEW ZEALAND MARCH 2021 Sumac
Anas Atassi

An ode to Syria, recipes from the Syrian kitchen, and to family and friends.

Description
'With this book, I hope to build a bridge between Syrian culture and the rest of the world, with food as common
denominator. But even more, I hope that Sumac will present a positive image of my country, in spite of all of the
unfortunate events now taking place in Syria.' - Anas Atassi

Sumac is a deep red spice that adds a vibrant lift to all kinds of food, and is a prized ingredient in both traditional and
contemporary Syrian cuisine. This book includes over 80 recipes inspired by Anas Atassi's family recipes and travels, as
well as the stories, celebrations and memories of loved ones in Syria that inspired the recipes. It includes the wonderful
Friday breakfasts he'd eat in his grandmother's garden, his mother's sfeeha, along with the falafel he now loves to make
for his friends, along with many other mezze, salads, meats, vegetables, and desserts. Sumac is an evocative and
inspiring food journey that offers a glimpse into Syrian food culture's deep historical roots, which through millennia of
cultural traditions and neighbouring influences have been shared and shaped to perfection.

About the Author
Anas Atassi was born in Homs in Syria and now lives in Amsterdam. He has a great love for cooking and cherishes the
memories of Syria from his childhood. The personal stories in Sumak were the inspiration for the dishes and build a
bridge between Syrian culture and the world, with good food as a common denominator.
He speaks English fluently, confident to do media and radio.
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NEW ZEALAND MARCH 2021 Coastline
Lucio Galletto and David Dale

Recipes and stories from the stunning Mediterranean coastline for the perfect pesto, the best bouillabaisse,
the purest paella.

Description
The perfect pesto. The best bouillabaisse. The purest paella. A river of gold flows through western Italy, southern France
and eastern Spain. It's the olive oil that links three great cuisines, along with a love of garlic, anchovies, peppers, fresh
herbs and seasonal vegetables. In stories and recipes, and beautiful location photography, Coastline explores the legacy
of the ancient Greeks, the Romans, the Arabs and the Vikings, who left the gift of a 'cuisine of the sun', flavoured with
generosity and conviviality.

About the Author
Lucio Galletto grew up between the tables of his parents' restaurant on the Italian Riviera, but migrated to Australia to be
with the woman he loves. He now runs the acclaimed Sydney restaurant Lucio's. His earlier books with David Dale
include The Art of Pasta, Lucio's Ligurian Kitchen and Soffritto - A Delicious Ligurian Memoir. David Dale has been
described as 'Australia's top chef-wrangler'. He's interested in the story behind everything he eats. In addition to his books
with Lucio, his publications include The Little Book of Australia, Essential Places, The 100 Things Everyone Needs To
Know About Italy, and with Somer Sivrioglu Anatolia - Adventures in Turkish cooking.
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NEW ZEALAND MARCH 2021 Money and Power
Vince Cable

A captivating economic history of government all over the world.

Description
Through economics our politicians have the power to transform people's lives for better or worse. Think Deng Xiaoping
who lifted millions out of poverty by opening up China; Franklin D Roosevelt whose 'New Deal' helped the USA break free
of the Great Depression. Or Peron and his successors in Argentina who brought the country to the brink of ruin.

In this magisterial history economist and politician Vince Cable examines the legacy of 16 world leaders who transformed
their countries' economic fortunes and who also challenged economic convention. From Thatcher to Trump from Lenin to
Bismarck, Money and Power provides a whole new perspective on the science of government. Examining the fascinating
interplay of economics and politics this is a compelling journey through some of the most significant people and events of
the last 300 years.

About the Author
Sir Vince Cable is the former UK Secretary of State for Business, Innovation and Skills and former President of the UK
Board of Trade. He is Honorary Professor of Economics at Nottingham University and former Chief Economist at Shell.
He is the bestselling author of The Storm: The World Economic Crisis and What It Means. It was a Sunday Times
bestseller with over 100,000 copies sold.
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NEW ZEALAND MARCH 2021 The Rome Plague Diaries
Matthew Kneale

A warm and affectionate portrait of a city and a people under lockdown during the Covid-19 crisis, from the
award-winning and Sunday Times bestselling author of Rome: A History in Seven Sackings.

Description
On the first morning of Rome's Covid-19 lockdown Matthew Kneale felt an urge to connect with friends and acquaintances
and began writing an email, describing where he was, what was happening and what it felt like, and sent it to everyone he
could think of. He was soon composing daily reports as he tried to comprehend a period of time, when everyone's lives
suddenly changed and Italy struggled against an epidemic, that was so strange, so troubling and so fascinating that he
found it impossible to think about anything else.

Having lived in Rome for eighteen years, Matthew has grown to know the capital and its citizens well and this collection of
brilliant diary pieces connects what he has learned about the city with this extraordinary, anxious moment, revealing the
Romans through the intense prism of the coronavirus crisis.

About the Author
Matthew Kneale is the author of seven novels and two works of non-fiction. His debut novel, Whore Banquets, won the
Somerset Maugham Award, Sweet Thames won John Llewellyn Rhys, and English Passengers, shortlisted for the Man
Booker and Miles Franklin, won the Whitbread Book of the Year Award in 2000. His latest non-fiction book, Rome: A
History in Seven Sackings, was a Waterstones Book of the Month. For the last fifteen years he has lived in Rome with his
wife and two children.
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NEW ZEALAND MARCH 2021 Rome: A History in Seven Sackings
Matthew Kneale

A fascinating history of the city of Rome, seen through the eyes of its most significant sackings, from the Gauls
to the Nazis and everything in between.

Description
Nominated for the 2017 Pen Hessell-Tiltman
Daily Telegraph's Best History Books of 2017
Sunday Times' Best History Books of 2017

A sweeping history of the city of Rome, seen through the eyes of its most significant sackings, from the Gauls to the Nazis
and everything in between.

No city on earth has preserved its past as Rome has. Visitors can cross bridges that were crossed by Julius Caesar and
explore temples visited by Roman emperors. These architectural survivals are all the more remarkable considering the
city has been repeatedly ravaged by roving armies.

From the Gauls to the Nazis, Matthew Kneale tells the stories behind the seven most important of these attacks and
reveals, with fascinating insight, how they transformed the city - and not always for the worse.

A meticulously researched, magical blend of travelogue, social and cultural history, Rome: A History in Seven Sackings is
a celebration of the fierce courage, panache and vitality of the Roman people. Most of all, it is a passionate love letter to
this incomparable city.

About the Author
Matthew Kneale was born in London in 1960, the son and grandson of writers. He studied Modern History at Magdalen
College, Oxford. Fascinated with diverse cultures, he travelled to more than eighty countries and tried his hand at learning
a number of foreign languages, including Japanese, Ethiopian Amharic, Romanian and Albanian. He has written five
novels, including English Passengers, which was shortlisted for the Booker Prize and won the Whitbread Book of the
Year Award. His latest was a non-fiction history book, An Atheist's History of Belief. For the last fifteen years he has lived
in Rome with his wife and two children.
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NEW ZEALAND MARCH 2021 The Warrior and the Prophet
Peter Cozzens

The riveting story of the Shawnee brothers who led the last great pan-Indian confederacy against the United
States, by the award-winning author of The Earth is Weeping.

Description
'Marvellous... One of the best pieces of Native American history I have read.' - S.C. Gwynne, bestselling author of Empire
of the Summer Moon

Shawnee chief Tecumseh was a man destined for greatness - the son of a prominent war leader, he was supposedly
born under a lucky shooting star. Charismatic, intelligent, handsome, he was both a fierce warrior and a savvy politician.
In the first biography of Tecumseh in more than twenty years, Peter Cozzens thoroughly revises our understanding of this
great leader and his movement, arguing that his overlooked younger brother Tenskwatwa, the 'Shawnee Prophet', was a
crucial partner in Tecumseh's success.

Until Tecumseh's death in 1813, he was, alongside Tenskwatawa, the co-architect of the greatest pan-Indian
confederation in history. Over time, Tenskwatawa has been relegated to the shadows, described as a talentless charlatan
and a drunk. But Cozzens argues that while Tecumseh was the forward-facing diplomat, appealing even to the white
settlers attempting to steal Shawnee land, behind the scenes, Tenskwatwa unified their people with his deep
understanding of Shawnee religion and culture. No other Native American leaders enjoyed such popularity, and none
would ever pose a graver threat to colonial expansion than Tecumseh and Tenskwatawa.

Bringing to life an often-overlooked episode in America's past, Cozzens paints in vivid detail the violent, lawless world of
the Old Northwest, when settlers spilled over the Appalachians to bloody effect in their haste to exploit lands won from the
War of Independence. The Warrior and the Prophet tells the untold story of the Shawnee brothers who retaliated against
this threat - becoming allies with the British army in the process - and reveals how they were the last hope for Native
Americans to preserve ways of life they had known for centuries.

About the Author
Peter Cozzens is the author of over seventeen books on the Civil War and the American West. He recently retired after
30 years as a Foreign Service Officer with the U. S. Department of State. He and his wife live in Maryland.
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NEW ZEALAND MARCH 2021 The Earth is Weeping
Peter Cozzens

A magisterial, essential history of the struggle between whites and Native Americans over the fate of the West.

Description
Winner of the Gilder Lehrman Prize for Military History

In a sweeping narrative, Peter Cozzens tells the gripping story of the wars that destroyed native ways of life as the
American nation continued its expansion onto tribal lands after the Civil War, setting off a conflict that would last nearly
three decades.

By using original research and first-hand sources from both sides, Cozzens illuminates the encroachment experienced by
the tribes and the tribal conflicts over whether to fight or make peace, and explores the squalid lives of soldiers posted to
the frontier and the ethical quandaries faced by generals who often sympathized with their native enemies.

Bringing together a cast of fascinating characters, including Custer, Sherman, Grant and a host of other military and
political figures, as well as great native leaders such as Crazy Horse, Sitting Bull, Geronimo and Red Cloud, The Earth is
Weeping is the fullest account to date of how the West was won ... and lost.

About the Author
Peter Cozzens is the author or editor of sixteen acclaimed books on the American Civil War and the Indian Wars of the
American West, and a member of the Advisory Council of the Lincoln Prize. In 2002 he was awarded the American
Foreign Service Association's highest honour, the William R. Rivkin Award, given annually to one Foreign Service Officer
for exemplary moral courage, integrity and creative dissent.
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NEW ZEALAND MARCH 2021 Parisian Lives
Deirdre Bair

Award-winning biographer Deirdre Bair explores her fifteen remarkable years in Paris with Samuel Beckett and
Simone de Beauvoir, painting intimate new portraits of two literary giants.

Description
'Fascinating... Wonderfully entertaining and absorbing' - Sunday Times

'Gripping... A story well told.' - New York Times Book Review

Finalist for the Pulitzer Prize for Biography 2020

In 1971 Deirdre Bair was a journalist with a recently acquired PhD who managed to secure access to Nobel Prize-winning
author Samuel Beckett. He agreed that she could write his biography despite never having written - or even read - a
biography herself. The next seven years of intimate conversations, intercontinental research, and peculiar cat-and-mouse
games resulted in Samuel Beckett: A Biography, which went on to win the National Book Award and propel Deirdre to her
next subject: Simone de Beauvoir. The catch? De Beauvoir and Beckett despised each other - and lived essentially on
the same street. While quite literally dodging one subject or the other, and sometimes hiding out in the backrooms of the
great cafes of Paris, Bair learned that what works in terms of process for one biography rarely applies to the next. Her
seven-year relationship with the domineering and difficult de Beauvoir required a radical change in approach, yielding
another groundbreaking literary profile.

Drawing on Bair's extensive notes from the period, including never-before-told anecdotes and details that were
considered impossible to publish at the time, Parisian Lives is full of personality and warmth and gives us an entirely new
window on the all-too-human side of these legendary thinkers.

About the Author
Deirdre Bair received the National Book Award for Samuel Beckett: A Biography. Her biographies of Simone de Beauvoir
and Carl Jung were finalists for the Los Angeles Times Book Prize, and the Simone de Beauvoir biography was chosen
by The New York Times as a Best Book of the Year. Her biographies of Anais Nin and Saul Steinberg were both New
York Times Notable Books. Her most recent book is Al Capone: His Life, Legacy, and Legend.
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NEW ZEALAND MARCH 2021 The New Class War
Michael Lind

A maverick thinker who's drawn the applause of both the left and right offers a bold new framework for
understanding the turmoil in the West.

Description
An Evening Standard's Book of the Year

'A tour de force.' - David Goodhart

All over the West, party systems have shattered and governments have been thrown into turmoil. The embattled
establishment claims that these populist insurgencies seek to overthrow liberal democracy. The truth is no less alarming
but is more complex: Western democracies are being torn apart by a new class war.

In this controversial and groundbreaking analysis, Michael Lind, one of America's leading thinkers, debunks the idea that
the insurgencies are primarily the result of bigotry and reveals the real battle lines. He traces how the breakdown of class
compromises has left large populations in Western democracies politically adrift. We live in a globalized world that
benefits elites in high income 'hubs' while suppressing the economic and social interests of those in more traditional
lower-wage 'heartlands'.

A bold framework for understanding the world, The New Class War argues that only a fresh class settlement can avert a
never-ending cycle of clashes between oligarchs and populists - and save democracy.

About the Author
Michael Lind is the author of more than a dozen books of nonfiction, fiction and poetry. He is a frequent contributor to The
New York Times, Politico, The Financial Times, The National Interest, Foreign Policy and The International Economy. He
has taught at Harvard and Johns Hopkins and has been an editor or staff writer for The New Yorker, Harper's, and The
New Republic.
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NEW ZEALAND MARCH 2021 The Delusion of Crowds
William Bernstein

A fascinating new history of financial and religious mass manias over the past five centuries.

Description
Inspired by Charles Mackay's 19th century classic Memoirs of Extraordinary Popular Delusions and the Madness of
Crowds, William Bernstein engages with mass delusion with the same curiosity and passion, but armed with the latest
scientific research that explains the biological, evolutionary and psychosocial roots of human irrationality. Bernstein tells
the stories of dramatic religious and financial mania in western society over the last 500 years from the Anabaptist
Madness that afflicted the Low Countries in the 1530s to the dangerous end times beliefs that animate and pervade
today's polarised nations and from the South Sea Bubble to the Enron scandal and dot com bubbles of recent years.
Through Bernstein's supple prose, the participants are as colourful as their motivation, invariably 'the desire to improve
one's well being in this life or the next.'

As revealing about human nature as they are historically significant, Bernstein's chronicles reveal the huge cost and
alarming implications of mass mania as he observes that if we can absorb the history and biology of mass delusion, we
can recognise it more readily in our own time and avoid its frequently dire impact.

About the Author
William J. Bernstein is a neurologist, financial theorist, and historian whose books include A Splendid Exchange, Masters
of the Word, The Birth of Plenty and The Four Pillars of Investing. He was the winner of the 2017 James R. Vertin ward
from CFA Institute. He lives in Oregon.
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NEW ZEALAND MARCH 2021 How to Travel Solo (Wanderlust)
Wanderlust

Written by Wanderlust magazine's experienced and knowledgeable team of travel writers, this is the essential
guide for the novice or seasoned solo adventurer.

Description
Whether you are solo in Sweden or backpacking in Bali, Wanderlust magazine's How to Travel Solo is everything you
need to strike out on your own. From location focus on solo hotspots, to tips about braving off the beaten path and how to
find the best street food, this guide is packed with advice from solo travel experts.

With climate and seasonal packing advice as well as safety tips and tricks, How to Travel Solo is both inspiring and
instructional, helping you to get the very best out of independent travel. Whether you're a seasoned trekker or nervous
novice plunging into their first solo travel adventure, make sure to tuck this book into your hand luggage.

About the Author
Wanderlust is the UK's leading magazine for people with a passion for travel, and has a global readership. Founded in
1993, the magazine has a circulation of 36k, 86k print readers and over 5 million unique website visitors a month.
Wanderlust's readers look to the magazine for its unique mix of wildlife, activities and cultural insight, not to mention
inspirational writing and stunning photography.
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NEW ZEALAND MARCH 2021 How to Travel Guilt Free (Wanderlust)
Wanderlust

Written by Wanderlust magazine's experienced and knowledgeable team of travel writers, this is your essential
guide to eco-friendly travel.

Description
We have never been more conscious of our impact on the environment. At work, home and in nature, we strive to find
balance with our surroundings - but how can you indulge your love of exploring the world without damaging it in the
process?

How to Travel Guilt Free is the Wanderlust magazine guide to eco-friendly travel. Whether you're enjoying a staycation or
heading off on a round-the-world trip, Wanderlust's expert travel writers have 100 essential tips to make your adventures
green, every step of the way. From where to go, how to get there, what to take and what to avoid, How to Travel Guilt
Free will change the way you approach your every expedition. Helping you to tune in with the delicate balance of
incredible destinations around the world, embrace mindful voyages and ultimately find a kind, honest and harmonious
new travel philosophy.

About the Author
Wanderlust is the UK's leading magazine for people with a passion for travel, and has a global readership. Founded in
1993, the magazine has a circulation of 36k, 86k print readers and over 5 million unique website visitors a month.
Wanderlust's readers look to the magazine for its unique mix of wildlife, activities and cultural insight, not to mention
inspirational writing and stunning photography.
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NEW ZEALAND MARCH 2021 The Way of the Witch
Sally Morningstar

An entry-level guide to the spiritual traditions, practices and roots of witchcraft: learn how to tap into magic and
connect with the natural world while performing rites and rituals; cast spells, make magical charms and take
psychic journeys as you make contact with natural spirits.

Description
Embark on this enchanted journey to one of the oldest spiritual traditions known to humankind, providing an accessible
introduction and how-to guide to all aspects of the Craft. Discover the roots of witchcraft and the meaning of what it is to
be a witch, as well as the seasonal cycles, rituals, spells and practical magic. Learn how to tap into magic, re-empower
yourself, connect with the natural world and realise your dreams through ancient knowledge.

Giving you a clear understanding of how to live your life following the principles of honouring the Earth, yourself and
others, The Way of the Witch explains many Wiccan practices and beliefs, including magical tools, the arrangement of an
altar and how to perform rituals and ceremonies. Learn how to develop and embody the powers of nature within your own
being.

About the Author
The author of over 30 books on magic, astrology, Wicca, divination and spirituality, Sally Morningstar is a hedgewitch who
runs an international course in natural magic and self-development, and also consults privately. Her love of the natural
world has been lifelong, involving conservation, sustainability and natural living in order to tread gently upon the Earth.
See more at www.sallymorningstar.com
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NEW ZEALAND MARCH 2021 The Real Silent Witnesses
Wensley Clarkson

The Real Silent Witness includes testimony and accounts from real criminal forensics experts, the people who
have worked on Britain's most notorious and shocking cases.

Description
Going beyond the popular TV show, this is the true story of forensic science from those who solve crimes without
witnesses.

How do you identify a serial killer?

What are the tell-tale signs of guilt?

Can we now solve the unsolvable?

Since even before the first season of Silent Witness in 1996, forensic science has played an increasingly important role in
the investigation of violent crimes.

With a boom in cold-blooded cases throughout the 1980s, police began to rely on DNA evidence to help them find
perpetrators and since then forensic science has taken off as a powerful tool in solving murders. Bestselling true crime
author Wensley Clarkson takes us beyond the headlines to examine the real-life stories where forensics have played a
crucial role. He speaks to experts who have worked on the most gruesome, most chilling and most shocking crime
scenes and explains how notorious criminal cases from across the world were solved.

And he shows how the silent witness is often the one who screams the loudest.

About the Author
Wensley Clarkson's books have been published across the world and sold more than two million copies. He's also written
movie screenplays, TV drama and worked on numerous television documentaries in the UK, US and Spain. He first
covered crime as a national newspaper reporter thirty-five years ago and his numerous true-crime books include
biographies of notorious criminals in the UK, Spain and US.
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NEW ZEALAND MARCH 2021 Formula One 2021
Bruce Jones

The world's bestselling Formula One season guide, celebrating its milestone 25th edition in 2021.

Description
Formula One 2021, the world's bestselling Grand Prix handbook, is the essential resource for the season ahead.

Formula 1 fans will be kept fully up to speed with detailed examinations of all the teams racing in 2021 (from Mercedes
and Red Bull to Ferrari and Toro Rosso), every driver in competition (including Charles Leclerc, Max Verstappen and
Lewis Hamilton), and all the tracks featured on the packed Grand Prix calendar. It also reviews the 2020 season with
race-by-race reports and statistics, highlights changes to the rules and regulations for 2021, and discusses major talking
points in F1. As well as the drivers' and constructors' world championship tables from 2020, there is a fill-in guide for
2021, so each book can become a personalised record of the Formula One season.

Complementing Bruce Jones's insightful text are 90 colour photographs, detailed circuit maps and a statistics section
containing the major records in the 70 years of the world's most thrilling and glamorous motor sport.

About the Author
Bruce Jones, a former editor of Autosport magazine, is one of the most respected commentators and reporters on the
motor racing scene around the world. As well as the bestselling yearly Formula One guide, Bruce has written numerous
other books, including 60 Years of Formula One and The Treasures of Formula One.
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NEW ZEALAND MARCH 2021 Little Book of Detox
Sonia Jones

This clear guide to detoxing examines the effects of good and bad foods on the body, and explores how
exercise and stress relief can help the detox process.

Description
An introduction to everything you need to enhance your life by means of detox.

Although it may be small in size, the Little Book of Detox punches well above its weight. For those who want to
understand the way the body reacts to good and bad foods, this book will give you the answers. It demonstrates how to
rid the body of dangerous toxins and the effect that this will have, as well as exploring how things like de-cluttering the
home and workplace or changing the products that you use in your house can help the mind and emotions to detoxify.

Notes about fibre:
· Natural fibre from whole foods promotes good health
· Provides bulk, making stools softer and easier to pass
· It's the perfect food for friendly bacteria
· Soluble fibre helps to lower levels of cholesterol
· Speeds up the transition of waste - this ensures that auto-intoxication is kept to a minimum
· Helps to keep blood sugar levels stable; less insulin is produced
· Makes us feel full and less likely to overeat.

About the Author
Sonia Jones is a fully qualified and expert nutritionalist who works in a wellness clinic in a hotel in Panama, helping those
who need a lifestyle change to achieve it. She has an amazing breadth of knowledge of the body and digestion. Sonia is
an expert in reflexology, body brushing, lifestyle training and much more, and she is even a considerable artist. Sadly, her
much loved husband died last year from cancer, but she is continuing her work at the Panama clinic alone. Sonia is the
author of Simply Reflexology.
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NEW ZEALAND MARCH 2021 The Little Book of Kobe
Orange Hippo!

Kobe Bryant was almost as famed for his memorable words as for his sporting achievements, so this is a
carefully crafted collection of motivational, insightful and amusing quotes from one of basketball's most
respected stars.

Description
The wisdom of a king of sport, business and charity.

Dedicated to a legend of basketball, this is a pocket-sized compendium of the inspirational thoughts of one of the game's
all-time greats. From the earliest years of his life through to the heartfelt tributes that poured in after his untimely death,
this is a timely portrait of one of sport's most remarkable, accomplished and influential figures.

From his high school years, through his meteoric rise on the court, Bryant always had lots to say. His words on sport,
business, charity and life will delight, inspire and amuse the reader. He was almost as famed for his memorable words as
for his sporting achievements, so this is a carefully crafted collection of motivational, insightful and amusing quotes from
one of basketball's most respected stars.

'My brain... it cannot process failure. It will not process failure. Because if I sit there and have to face myself and tell
myself, 'You're a failure'... I think that's almost worse than death' - On his winning mentality, as seen on NYPost.com,
January 27, 2020, by Hannah Frishberg

Kobe is the only NBA player in history to have two separate numbers retired by one team, as he wore both No. 8 and No.
24 with the Los Angeles Lakers.

About the Author
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NEW ZEALAND MARCH 2021 Sweet Dreams Sleep Kit
Editors of Rock Point

Tap into your innermost desires and deeply rooted knowledge with this beautifully designed interactive dream
journal and interpretation guide that includes over 20 prompted entries. The included black satin sleep
mask with sleeping eyes design will help you block out stimulants and calm yourself for a good night's rest.

Description
Dreams are the window into your innermost self, and through them you can learn more about your subconscious feelings,
increase your self-awareness, access your creativity, and learn how to be guided by your inner wisdom. All these benefits
to dreaming, understanding our dreams, and learning their meanings and more are unlocked with this journal.

Dreams are never straight forward. When you're in the playground of the subconscious, nothing is as it seems. Were
there houses? Water? A search or a chase? These are all coded messages from your unconscious mind that are meant
to help you solve problems that plague your conscious mind. Journal prompts will guide you through the type of dream
you're having, the meaning behind the strong images that resonate with you once you're awake, and different common
symbols to look out for.

Basic themes and symbols and their meanings are described at the beginning of the journal as well as different ways to
interpret the same dream. For those who have recurring dreams, anxiety dreams, or nightmares; possible explanations
and solutions are offered. Tips on how best to recall your dreams and prep yourself before bed are also given for people
who have a hard time getting their mind to quiet down.

Guided journal pages will help you get the most out of your dream interpreting. Daily dream recording is recommended
because the recurring themes you find will help you unlock the inner workings of your mind. Great for first-time dream
recorders and seasoned dream explorers alike, every dream entry helps pave the way for a more fulfilling life where the
questions of your subconsciousness are answered.

About the Author
Rock Point Gift & Stationery features creative products including journals, kits, gift books, and calendars. Whether it's
learning about how to draw calligraphy animals, learning some traditional origami with kits that include books and
beautiful papers, or simply jotting down notes in beautiful journals, Rock Point offers an inspired and innovative range of
products that will appeal to inventive and creative people.
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NEW ZEALAND MARCH 2021 Choose Happy
Sarah Gregg

With Choose Happy, learn how to be happy in the present by healing your past and setting yourself up for
future success and less worries.

Description
Happiness is elusive despite its seeming ubiquity out in the world, especially on social media. In Choose Happy,
neurolinguistic programming practitioner Sarah Gregg uses the practices of positive psychology to gently guide you
through your past, present, and future to improve your well-being for a life full of joy, contentedness, and hope. Here's
how:

Heal Your Past:

• Regain control over your inner narrative
• Overcome limiting beliefs
• Let go of hurt and anger
• Break bad habits
• Be vulnerable and ask for help

Enjoy the Present:

• Be grateful
• Take small steps toward big goals
• Play
• Build relationships
• Become curious
• Handle challenging times
• Be authentic

Fulfil Your Future:

• Have courage
• Cultivate authenticity
• Set goals
• Re-frame failure

With the inclusion of reflections and quick daily exercises, Choose Happy will have you living the life you've always
imagined. The Live Well series from Rock Point invites you to create a life you love through multiple acts of self-discovery
and reinvention. These encouraging gift books touch on fun yet hardworking self-improvement strategies, whether it's
learning to value progress over perfection, taking time to meditate and slow down to literally smell the roses, or findingRock Point Gift & Stationery
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NEW ZEALAND MARCH 2021 Burn Bright
Charlene Rymsha

Burn Bright helps you say goodbye to burnout by providing you with quick and practical tools to gain clarity,
strength, and confidence.

Description
In Burn Bright, burnout expert Charlene Rymsha teaches her proven and holistic approach to efficiently and effectively
getting unstuck and provides the tools and support to maintain lasting-and evolving-transformation from the empty feeling
caused by burnout.

Do you have trouble getting started at work? Do you feel depleted of energy and not productive? Do you have a hard time
concentrating or do not feel satisfied from your achievements? If so, you may be experiencing burnout, which the World
Health Organisation officially labelled as a workplace syndrome in May of 2019. While equipping you with the skills to
undo and prevent burnout, Charlene will teach you how to identify your personal values and then use them as guideposts
for embodied mindfulness. Powerful and reflective meditations coupled with positive reinforcement strategies will get you
burning brightly in no time!

The Live Well series from Rock Point invites you to create a life you love through multiple acts of self-discovery and
reinvention. These encouraging gift books touch on fun yet hardworking self-improvement strategies, whether it's learning
to value progress over perfection, taking time to meditate and slow down to literally smell the roses, or finding time to
show gratitude and develop a personal mantra. From learning how to obtain more restful sleep and creating a healthy
work/life balance to developing personal style and your own happy place, the Live Well series encourages you to live your
best life.

Other titles in the series include: Progress Over Perfection; Find Your Flow; Be Happy; Seeking Slow; Finding Gratitude;
Eff This! Meditation; The Joy of Forest Bathing; Find Your Mantra; It Had to be You; Men's Society; Genius Jokes; The
Calm and Cozy Book of Sleep; Ayurveda for Life; Choose Happy; and You Got This.

About the Author
Charlene Rymsha is founder of Everyday Coherence and creator of the Say Goodbye to Burnout method. She helps
ambitious and creative professionals overcome burnout without sacrificing their relationships, paycheck, or freedom.
Clients arrive to Charlene on edge, unfocused, and exhausted, seeking to regain their confidence, clarity, and strength.
Through formal training in psychotherapy and mindfulness modalities, Charlene brings a holistic and proven approach to
the burnout recovery process with a compassionate and evidence-based system of support. We all deserve to live a life
full of joy and meaning, and the Say Goodbye to Burnout method enables those who are suffering to regain joyful
connected relationships and professional success.
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NEW ZEALAND MARCH 2021 The Runes Box
Lona Eversden

The Runes Box includes a 96-page booklet explaining the history of runes and how to use them and 36 carry-
size cards that give information on the 24 runes and their meanings, plus some essential runic blessings
and wishes.

Description
Discover the power of ancient Nordic runes with this beautifully presented book and deck. According to Norse mythology,
Odin, the chief of the gods, hung himself in self-sacrifice from the world tree Yggdrasil for nine days and nights in order to
receive cosmic wisdom. This was granted to him in the form of the runes. The runes make up an alphabet that, with local
variations, was used across most of northern Europe from pre-Christian times until the thirteenth century. The word rune
is derived from runa, an ancient Germanic word meaning whisper or mystery. The Runes Box explains the meanings of
the runes and the Norse mythology that underpins their basic concepts. Enclosed in a handy hardcover case so that the
wisdom of the runes can be carried with you at all times, you'll find:

• A 96-page booklet that explains the history of runes and how to use them
• 36 carry-size cards with information on the 24 runes and their meanings, plus some essential runic blessings and wishes

The straight, angular lines of the runes are ideal for carving into bone, wood, or stone, or forming with twigs. Different
methods for making runestones are described with instructions on how to use them for divinatory and magical purposes,
from making talismans to petitioning the Norse gods. Approach the runes with a benevolent instinct, an open heart, and
an honest spirit, and truths will be revealed to you.

About the Author
Lona Eversden has written widely on spiritual practices and has a long-held interest in divination. She is the author of
many works of nonfiction, including a book on finding your soul mate. She has edited or contributed to many other books
on esoteric subjects such as crystal magic, meditation, and guardian angels.
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NEW ZEALAND MARCH 2021 Sleep Tight
Alison Davies

Rediscover the magic of a reading before bed, and soothe yourself to sleep with Sleep Tight, a beautifully
illustrated bedtime storybook for adults.

Description
Inspired by the powers of the bedtime storybooks we read as children, this beautifully illustrated collection of narrative
bedtime meditations for adults will help you sleep well, and wake up prepared for any challenge.

Keep this book by your bed, and choose one of 15 sensual guided meditations to read each night as you drift off to sleep.
Wave goodbye to stress and anxiety and reconnect with nature as you escape into a different part of the natural world in
each story, each aimed to ease you into a specific mindset.

Whether you need all your courage, creativity, and strength for a big meeting the next day, or are looking to have a calm,
grounded, and restorative day, there's a story to give you the power you need to face every scenario.

Watch your worries wash away as you to trail the coastline, ground yourself as you walk barefoot through the forest, and
feel the weight of the world lift away as you float on the moon, as you enjoy stories such as:
'Journey to the Moon' - Freedom
'The Lake of Tranquility' - Inner Peace
'The Enchanted Garden' - Balance
'Thunderstruck' - Tenacity
'Rainbow Rising' - Relaxation
And more

Including practical tips and affirmations to help you stay strong and calm the next day, and magical illustrations to help
you drift off into a rejuvenating sleep, this screen-free alternative to a meditation app has all the benefits of a guided
meditation session and more.

With Sleep Tight, take control of your mind and mood before bed, improve your mental resilience and enjoy a refreshing
sleep to be ready for the day ahead.

About the Author
Alison Davies lives in Norwich, and runs workshops at universities throughout the UK showing academics, students and
early years practitioners how stories and narratives can be used as tools for teaching, healing and learning.
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NEW ZEALAND MARCH 2021 Thoughtful Leadership
Fiona Buckland

Follow the path to holistic and mindful leadership, and unlock your skills as a conscious leader.

Description
We need good leaders now more than ever: people who step forward, step up, and develop themselves in the emotionally
skilled art of leading others. In Thoughtful Leadership, expert Fiona Buckland offers a practical approach to authentic
leadership: showing you how to lead with the mind, body, heart and soul. Drawing on her work as a life and leadership
coach, and an embodied facilitator, Fiona offers clear principles, processes and practices to help you understand and
master the act of conscious leadership. In this book you will explore:

• Leading with self-awareness, and understanding your strengths and weaknesses
• Leading with awareness of your team, and understanding your impact on and connection with others
• Leading yourself, and being mindful of your inner critic

Flourishing with practical activities and exercises, reflective questions to meditate on, and practices to develop in real-life
situations, this is an engaging insight into how you can develop the habit of thoughtful leadership, and let it become
second nature.

About the Author
Fiona Buckland is a life and leadership coach and facilitator, who leads workshops on discovering your authentic
leadership power, as well as Guardian Masterclasses in Tackling your Inner Critic. She is also on the faculty of The
School of Life, and lectures in coaching at Birkbeck, University of London. Fiona has worked with clients including the
Wall Street Journal, American Express, Alexander McQueen, and on many leadership development programmes. She
also worked as a curator, producer & speaker coach for TEDx. www.fionabucklandcoaching.com Instagram:
@fionabucklandcoaching Twitter:@fionabuckland
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NEW ZEALAND MARCH 2021 Great Women's Speeches
Anna Russell, illustrated by Camila Pinheiro

Over 50 empowering speeches celebrating women in their own words through extracts and commissioned
illustrations, spanning throughout history up to the modern day.

Description
Discover the inspiring voices that have changed our world, and started a new conversation. The first dedicated collection
of seminal speeches by women from around the world, Great Womens Speeches is about women at the forefront of
change-within politics, science, human rights, and media; discussing everything from free love, anti-war, scientific
discoveries, race, gender, and women's rights.

From Emmeline Pankhurst's "Freedom or Death" speech and Marie Curie's trailblazing Nobel lecture, to Michelle Obama
speaking on parenthood in politics and Black Lives Matter co-founder Alicia Garza's stirring ode to black women, the
words collected here are empowering, engaging, and inspiring. New Yorker writer Anna Russell introduces each speech
with a concise bio of the remarkable woman who delivered it. Paired with powerful illustrations from Camila Pinheiro, the
unique personality of each woman is brought to vivid life. A pink ribbon keeps your place in the book.

This anthology of outspoken women throughout history is essential reading for anyone who believes that change is not
only possible, it is necessary.

The women: Elizabeth I; Fanny Wright; Maria Stewart; Angelina Grimke; Sojourner Truth; Victoria Woodhull; Sarah
Winnemucca; Elizabeth Cady Stanton; Mary Church Terrell; Ida B. Wells; Countess Markievicz; Marie Curie; Emmeline
Pankhurst; Nellie McClung; Jutta Bojsen-Moller; Emma Goldman; Nancy Astor; Margaret Sanger; Virginia Woolf; Huda
Shaarawi; Funmilayo Ransome-Kuti; Eva Peron; Helen Keller; Eleanor Roosevelt; Shirley Chisholm; Ruth Bader
Ginsburg; Sylvia Rivera; Simone Veil; Indira Gandhi; Margaret Thatcher; Ursula K. Le Guin; Barbara McClintock; Corazon
C. Aquino; Naomi Wolf; Severn Cullis-Suzuki; Wilma Mankiller; Toni Morrison; Hillary Clinton; Wangari Maathai; J.K.
Rowling; Angela Merkel; Sheryl Sandberg; Ellen Johnson Sirleaf; Asmaa Mahfouz; Manal al-Sharif; Julia Gillard; Malala
Yousafzai; Emma Watson; Jane Goodall; Michelle Obama; Gloria Steinem; Beatrice Fihn; Alicia Garza; Maya Lin.

About the Author
Anna Russell is an editor and writer for "The Talk of the Town" section at The New Yorker. She was previously the arts
and culture correspondent for The Wall Street Journal in London, and has worked under several other publications,
including Conde Nast Traveler, Newsweek, and The New York Daily News. She studied English literature at New York
University.

Camila Pinheiro is an illustrator, artist, and mother living in Sao Paulo, Brasil. She studied fashion and design in Sao
Paulo, and worked for Dior and several agencies before opening her own studio. Her influences range from Magritte,
Matisse and Mondrian to Alexander Girard.
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NEW ZEALAND MARCH 2021 Listen to This If You Love Great Music
Robin Murray

Discover the critically acclaimed music you simply have to experience.

Description
Listen To This If You Love Great Music is a must read for anyone with even a passing interest in music. Featuring 100 of
the best albums from the last four decades, clashmusic.com editor Robin Murray shares his passion for exceptional music
and offers insightful takes on what elevates these records above the competition. Robin steers clear of the usual classics
- The Beatles and The Clash, for example - and instead goes deep into his record collection to pull out the albums he
considers the greatest ever. For each, a solid case is made for why it represents a watershed moment in music history,
outlining the story behind the record and critiquing what constitutes a classic.

Uniquely curated to offer a fresh perspective on the last 40-plus years of music, find politically charged rock brushing
shoulders with dub-infused electronica, progressive pop and dreamy shoegaze shaken awake by ear-drum rattling grime
and house music. Whether it's bass-heavy hip-hop from Nas that inspired a thousand MCs to pick up a mic or
experimental indie dance from LCD Soundsystem that blurred genres and tempted musicians to trade in their guitars for
synthesizers, this is an essential rundown of the albums that really matter. You need to play them loud.

About the Author
Robin Murray is acting Editor-in-Chief at Clash, having worked on the magazine for over a decade interviewing the likes
of Michael Stipe, Lizzo, Nile Rogers, Blondie, Graham Coxon, Kim Gordon and many more. In his role as Online Editor,
Robin oversaw the growth of ClashMusic.com from a start-up blog to an internationally respected website, helping run
showcases at The Great Escape and SXSW, and exposing a strong social-media following to the best contemporary
music. Based in London, Robin also writes for Crack, London In Stereo, The List and The Skinny, and lectures on Music
Journalism at the University of Creative Arts in Epsom, Surrey.
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NEW ZEALAND MARCH 2021 Look At This If You Love Great Art
Chloe Ashby

Discover the critically acclaimed artworks you simply must see.

Description
Look At This If You Love Great Art is a must read for anyone with a passion for exceptional art. Featuring 100 of the best
artworks ever produced, inside is a collection of insightful summaries on just what it is that makes each one so vital. Art
writer Chloe Ashby talks you through the pieces that resonate with her, revealing the fascinating stories behind them and
offering her considered take on why each work should be regarded as a pinnacle of artistic endeavour.

With entries curated to offer a unique juxtaposition of styles, mediums and schools of art, expect a contemporary take on
classic artworks, where titans of art history cross paths with under-appreciated examples from outside the traditional
canon, and where rebellious visionaries blaze trails that still influence today's cutting-edge artists. Covering all the most
important genres of art -Abstraction, Pop Art, Surrealism, Renaissance art, Impressionism and more - this engaging
summary only deals with artworks that really matter and the reasons why you have to see them.

About the Author
Since graduating from the Courtauld Institute of Art, Chloe Ashby has written about art and culture for publications such
as the TLS, Guardian, FT Life & Arts, 1843 and frieze. She has interviewed artist Judy Chicago, novelist Ottessa
Moshfegh, photographer Tim Walker and fashion designer Christian Louboutin, among others. A former editor at
Monocle, she has written and edited guides to cities from Chicago to Seoul, and has also co-authored a book on Roth Bar
& Grill, published by Phaidon.
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NEW ZEALAND MARCH 2021 Look At This If You Love Great Photography
Gemma Padley

Discover the critically acclaimed photographs you simply must see.

Description
Look At This If You Love Great Photography is a must read for anyone who appreciates the power of the image.
Featuring 100 of the best photographs ever captured on film, Gemma Padley offers concise, insightful summaries on just
what it is that makes each one so special. Having written for some of the most important publications on modern
photography, Gemma draws on her expert knowledge to reveal the fascinating stories behind these incredible pictures,
focusing in on why each image chosen represents such a high point in photographic history.

Uniquely curated to offer a fresh perspective on the medium, expect to see pictures from legends of the art form, including
Ansel Adams and Martin Parr, alongside cutting-edge examples from the studios of the most creative photographers
operating today. Whether it's gut-punching photojournalism that changed public opinion and made us question who we
are, or images that rewrite the rules of photography and blur the lines between other art forms, this is a penetrating
rundown of the pictures that really matter and you need to see them.

About the Author
Gemma Padley is a writer and editor on photography. Her clients, past and present, include: British Journal of
Photography, Elephant magazine, AnOther Magazine, the BBC, Magnum Photos, Hoxton Mini Press, The Telegraph,
Time LightBox and the RPS Journal.
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NEW ZEALAND MARCH 2021 30-Second Oceans
Mattias Green,  Yueng-Djern Lenn

Explore the importance of our oceans through 50 key topics, each concisely explained by a team of experts.

Description
Oceans cover two thirds of the Earth's surface and are the driving force behind our weather systems, taking warm and
cold water around the globe. Understanding solar radiation, currents, and rising sea levels are vital starting points to
understanding and dealing with global warming, and this book covers these and many more essential topics in easily
accessible chunks.

Join expert authors on a tour of the world's oceans, taking in waves, continental shelves, icebergs, underwater forests,
monsoons, and coral reefs along the way. Learn about the different characteristics of the world's major oceans, the
amazing array of marine life that exists at different depths, how tides work, and what pollution is doing to the seas.
There's never been a more important time to get to grips with how the oceans work.

About the Author
Dr Mattias Green is a reader in physical oceanography at the School of Ocean Sciences, Bangor University. His research
explores how the tides interact with other components of the Earth system and how these change and affect climate. He
has published widely in geophysical and marine science research journals.
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NEW ZEALAND MARCH 2021 30-Second Space Travel
Charles Liu

From the imaginings of science-fiction writers and scientists through the ages, all the way to the Moon
landings, and beyond into the realms of easy space-tourism, 30-Second Space Travel will guide you
through the hows, wheres, whys, and whens of one of the most remarkable feats of human exploration.

Description
As Space X works to reduce the barriers of access to space and Virgin Galactic forges a path to commercial spaceflight
for the masses, we have begun to cross the realms of science fiction into the reality of humans viewing the cosmos with
their own eyes. Part of an internationally bestselling series, 30-Second Space Travel sees a team of expert astronomers
hand-pick the 50 most exciting topics and essential concepts in the field of space exploration and break down each
subject into an easily accessible summary that takes just half a minute to understand.

Beginning with Galileo and the early telescope explorers of the Renaissance, via the physics of orbital mechanics and the
Apollo and Sputnik missions of the Space Race, and on to a future of space tourism and planetary colonisation, this book
will open up a whole universe of space travel and leave you eager to research the field in more depth.

About the Author
Charles Liu is a Professor of Astrophysics at the City University of New York's College of Staten Island, an Associate with
the Hayden Planetarium, and of the department of astrophysics at the American Museum of Natural History in New York.
He is a regular co-host on the famous StarTalk show, and received the 2001 American Institute of Physics Science
Writing Award for his book One Universe: At Home in the Cosmos. He lives in Montclair, New Jersey.
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NEW ZEALAND MARCH 2021 Artistic Places (Inspired Travellers Guide)
Susie Hodge, illustrated by Amy Grimes

Take an artistic pilgrimage to some of the worlds most inspirational places for aesthetes and creatives with
Artistic Places.

Description
Explore the landscapes and places that inspired great art: find peace in Monet's lily-filled garden oasis, climb Mount Fuji
on a printmaker's pilgrimage, sail with Gauguin to the South Pacific to stretch your imagination, or contemplate light and
the changing seasons on Chelsea Embankment. Artistic Places is a stunningly illustrated, visionary guide for seekers of
beauty, rare tales and cultural riches. Find yourself instantly transported to the places where great artists have sought
refuge, found their inspiration and changed the course of art history forever.

Susie Hodge, bestselling author and art historian, presents 25 famous and forgotten artistic destinations around the world,
and connects these to the masterpieces that celebrate them. None of these unique locations are merely backdrops to the
insightful stories told, but are characters in their own right. So take a leaf out of your favourite artist's sketchbook and
delve into this book to discover the places they loved best. Artists and locations include:

• J.A.M Whistler in London, England
• John Constable in Suffolk, England
• Barbara Hepworth in St Ives, England
• Paula Rego in Cascais and Estoril, Portugal
• Pablo Picasso and Guernica, Spain
• Salvador Dali in Catalonia, Spain
• Claude Monet in Giverny, France
• Vincent van Gogh in Arles, France
• Rene Magritte in Brussels, Belgium
• Paul Klee in Bern, Switzerland
• Michelangelo in Florence, Italy
• Canaletto in Venice, Italy
• Johannes Vermeer in Delft, Netherlands
• Anni Albers in Dessau, Germany
• Caspar David Friedrich in the Elbe Sandstone Mountains, Germany
• Gustav Klimt and Lake Attersee, Austria
• Edvard Munch in Oslo, Norway
• Hilma af Klint and Lake Malaren, Sweden
• Henri Matisse in Tangier, Morocco
• Hokusai on Mount Fuji, Japan
• Paul Gauguin in Papeete and Papeari, Tahiti
• Jean-Michel Basquiat in New York, USA
• Grant Wood in Iowa, USA White Lion Publishing
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NEW ZEALAND MARCH 2021 Literary Places (Inspired Traveller's Guide)
Sarah Baxter, illustrated by Amy Grimes

Bringing together comprehensively researched text and stunning hand-drawn illustrations especially crafted for
this title - readers will go on an enlightening journey through the key locations of literature's best and
brightest authors, movements and moments.

Description
Bringing together engaging text and stunning hand-drawn illustrations, Literary Places (Inspired Traveller's Guide) takes
readers on an enlightening journey through the key locations of literature's best and brightest authors, movements and
moments. Explore the plains of La Mancha with Don Quixote, take a Holden Caulfield tour of Central Park, or roam the
Yorkshire moors with Cathy and Heathcliff.

Author Sarah Baxter explores literary locations from around the globe, including vibrant urban centres, tranquil creative
sanctuaries and places that inspired classic stories. The evocative text outlines each location's history and culture,
combined with biographies of the authors or stories from the literary works that make the place significant.

About the Author
Sarah Baxter is a respected British author and journalist with extensive media contacts. She was Associate Editor of
Wanderlust magazine, the bible for independent-minded travellers, for more than ten years and has written extensively on
walking and travel. Sarah has also contributed to more than a dozen Lonely Planet guidebooks.
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NEW ZEALAND MARCH 2021 Sustainable Travel
Holly Tuppen

If you are keen to reduce the environmental cost and increase the positive impact of your adventures, but are
unsure of the best ways to do so, Sustainable Travel is the essential, accessible companion any traveller
needs.

Description
Sustainable Travel offers practical and achievable advice for those who want to make a difference in the way we
experience the world. Having travelled around the world without flying, sustainability expert Holly Tuppen knows a thing or
two about low-carbon and positive-impact adventures. Here, she shares what shes learnt from over a decade of
sustainable travels. Sustainable Travel will help your trip to be a force for good with information on how to:

• Arm yourself with the right questions to ask tour operators
• Understand how to reduce your carbon footprint
• Embrace slow travel
• Pack responsibly
• Benefit the people, cultures and wildlife you visit

Also included is a guide to the worlds most sustainable travel experiences, including eco-tours, community tourism
initiatives, alternative adventures, responsible destinations and green places to stay. With so many of us looking to travel
in a more eco-conscious way, but not sure how to go about it, this comprehensive guide reveals what you need to know.
Its a must read for anyone looking to tackle the climate crisis and support nature and communities through travelling.

About the Author
Holly Tuppens passion for travelling the world responsibly started in 2008 when she set off on an around-the-world-
without-flying adventure. On her return, Holly began to spread the word about sustainable travel through marketing for
Green Traveller and as editor of Green Hotelier. She was also Communications Manager at the International Tourism
Partnership (ITP), helping to shape corporate social responsibility strategies for the world's largest hotel chains. She is
now a specialist in sustainable travel, creating content for The Long Run, the World Travel and Tourism Council, and the
Association of British Travel Agents. Holly also writes for The Guardian, The Telegraph, Family Traveller, Suitcase
Magazine, Conde Nast Traveller and Lonely Planet.
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NEW ZEALAND MARCH 2021 The Goat
Sue Weaver

A fully illustrated and extensive insight into the goat, covering its history, character and relationship with
humans.

Description
The Goat: A Natural History offers a complete overview of this captivating creature, from the goatish Greek god Pan, to
their cognitive capacity and typical milk yields. It is no secret that goats are highly intelligent. They are also curious,
gentle, independent, very social, and full of character. They hate to get wet and will avoid puddles. Among the first
domesticated animals, goats are a common character in western mythology. In ancient Greece, Crete, and Egypt, goats
even received divine honours. Goats are increasingly appreciated for their high adaptability to a wide variety of
environmental conditions, and will thrive in the warmer, dryer world of the future. This book reveals everything you need
to know about the natural history of a fascinating animal.

About the Author
Sue Weaver is a leading livestock and poultry expert who has written hundreds of articles and a dozen books about over
the past half century. She owns her own farm with her husband, where they look after goats, sheep, horses, dogs, a
donkey, a llama and a pig.
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NEW ZEALAND MARCH 2021 The New Mediterranean Diet Cookbook
Martina Slajerova

In The New Mediterranean Diet Cookbook, best-selling ketogenic author Martina Slajerova presents a keto-
optimised refinement of the worlds superdiet.

Description
The New Mediterranean Diet Cookbook is your guidebook to the ultimate superdiet, an optimised keto diet that
emphasises a diversity of fish and plant oils and a rainbow of colourful vegetables-with 100 delicious recipes for
everything from snacks to dinner.

The Mediterranean diet has long been touted as one of the worlds healthiest diets, renowned for its ameliorative effects
on heart disease, cancer, and other chronic illnesses. However, its heavy inclusion of grains and carbohydrates is a
drawback for many. Also shown to have many health benefits, the ketogenic diet stimulates the fat-burning state of
ketosis by limiting carbs and emphasising high-fat foods, including dairy and meat, some of which are high in saturated
fat. While the keto diet is about the proportion of macronutrients (fats,protein, carbohydrates) in the food you eat, the
Mediterranean diet is about specific food types: seafood, colourful fruits and vegetables, olive oil, and other anti-
inflammatory foods. This book is about living and eating at the intersection of these complementary diets so you can reap
the benefits of both while minimising the pitfalls of each.

While both diets advocate significant amounts of healthy fats and protein, the new Mediterranean approach to Keto
significantly shifts the fat profile of the diet. Instead of leaning heavily toward meat, dairy, and animal sources like red
meat, bacon, and butter to hit the required fat macros, in this new Mediterranean diet, fat is sourced primarily from fish
oils and plant sources such as olive, nut, and coconut oils. This yields a better omega-3 and vitamin D profile. The
Mediterranean approach is also more inclusive of colourful vegetables, which yields a better micronutrient profile and
higher fibre content. The result is an enhanced Mediterranean diet that stokes metabolism, supports the gut and
microbiome, and is anti-inflammatory, anti-ageing, and nutrient-dense.

With The New Mediterranean Diet Cookbook, you'll learn how to balance your macronutrients, what foods are considered
the new Mediterranean superfoods, and make tasty dishes to keep you satisfied all day.

About the Author
Martina Slajerova is a health and food blogger living in the United Kingdom. She is the best-selling author of The KetoDiet
Cookbook, Sweet and Savory Fat Bombs, Beginners KetoDiet Cookbook, Quick Keto Meals in 30 Minutes or Less, Keto
Slow Cooker & One-Pot Meals, The Keto All Day Cookbook, Super Low-Carb Snacks, and Keto Simple. A firm believer in
low-carb living, Martina discovered the ketogenic diet after being diagnosed with Hashimotos Disease in 2011. Frustrated
with the lack of practical resources, Martina created the KetoDiet app and blog to help others live the ketogenic lifestyle
successfully. A science geek at heart, Martina incorporates the latest research as well as firsthand experience into her
advice. When creating recipes, she focuses not just on carb count, but on creating delicious, healthy recipes that are free
of processed ingredients, unhealthy vegetable oils, and artificial sweeteners. Today her blog posts reach hundreds of
thousands of people and her work has been featured in Cosmopolitan, Glamour, Huffpost Healthy Living, BuzzFeed, asFair Winds Press
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NEW ZEALAND MARCH 2021 The Beginner's Pegan Diet Cookbook
Michelle Miller

The Beginner's Guide to the Pegan Diet offers guidance and 100+ amazing recipes for this balanced, anti-
inflammatory blend of the paleo and vegan diets.

Description
Over 100 amazing recipes with guidance on following the pegan diet, a balanced, anti-inflammatory blend of the paleo
and vegan diets. From the creator of SunkissedKitchen.com, Michelle Miller brings over 100 delicious pegan diet recipes
to the table and introduces you to the eating philosophy that celebrates plant-based foods, limits sugar intake and focuses
on a high fiber diet in The Beginner's Pegan Diet Cookbook. This cookbook puts you on the path to a balanced, anti-
inflammatory eating approach that provides you with the necessary vitamins, minerals, nutrients, and phytonutrients your
body needs. The principles of the pegan diet are:

• Unlimited low glycemic, and occasional high glycemic, fruits and vegetables
• Limited dairy or inclusion of raw and fermented dairy product
• Minimally processed Whole foods
• Small amounts of gluten-free grains, legumes, nuts, and seeds as well as meat and eggs
• No added sugar / No gluten / No dairy

Unlike paleo and vegan diets, following the pegan philosophy is less restrictive, so you can easily maintain lifelong health.
Inside this book, you will find pegan recipes for every meal of the day, including snacks and desserts, including:

• Lemon Raspberry Buckwheat Muffins
• Chia Seed Power Crackers
• Salmon Artichoke Skewers
• Turkey Sweet Potato Chili
• Pesto Spaghetti Squash with Roasted Tomatoes
• Seared Lamb Chops with Citrus Mint Salad
• Almond Berry Cobbler

Make healthy eating feel like a treat instead of a chore with The Beginner's Pegan Diet Cookbook.

About the Author
Michelle Miller is the founder of the website Sunkissed Kitchen (sunkissedkitchen.com), where she shares healthy recipes
for everyday life. She lives in Oregon with her husband and young son.
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NEW ZEALAND MARCH 2021 You're On Mute
Jo Hoare

A hilarious guide to mastering virtual meetings and not embarrassing yourself online.

Description
If life on is Zoom getting you down and you're dreading the next inevitable invite to a Teams meeting, don't panic, help is
at hand. With 101 top tips explaining the dos and don'ts of virtual meetings, You're On Mute will help you master
videocalls in "the new normal."

Whether you need to stop doing that weird wave at the end of meetings or want to break the habit of being transfixed by
your own face in the corner of the screen, the fun advice inside this book has got you covered. In no time you'll be living
your best life online, bringing your "A" game to any virtual work meeting, catch up with family, quiz with friends, online
date and more.

Advice includes:

• Mastering online etiquette - from the right way to say hello to the right time to hang up
• How to make multi-generational family video calls workable for both grandparents and children ("You're still on mute,
grandma!")
• Ensuring your next video quiz is an entertaining test of knowledge rather than a painful test of endurance
• Successfully navigating an online romance, covering first dates to long-term relationships
• Avoiding the "must not dos" of video calls, whether it's the serious matter of security or the shame of surprise screen
sharing.

About the Author
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NEW ZEALAND MARCH 2021 A little sunshine and a little rain
Sabina Laura

A Poet's Journal will spark your imagination, encourage your creativity and guide your writing.

Description
Discover your unique voice and be inspired to write with this beautiful, guided poetry journal. This elegant and insightful
book brings together a collection of prompts, poetry and illustrations alongside space for your own reflections, notes,
musings and poems, providing comfort, inspiration, guidance and food for thought. Beginning with tips and thoughts on
how to get started, poems and drawings then take you through the seasons, and prompts sprinkled throughout inspire
and encourage you to write down your thoughts, express yourself and create your own lines of verse.

About the Author
Sabina Laura is a writer, poet and illustrator based in the UK.
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NEW ZEALAND MARCH 2021 Tropical Plants and How to Love Them
Marianne Willburn

In Tropical Plants and How to Love Them, discover the world of tropical plants through the lens of human
relationships. Whether its a "friend with benefits" or a "summer romance", learn how to fall in love with
tropical plants.

Description
Adventurous Gardener seeks relationship with Tropical Plant… Tropical plants are energising. They awaken a tired
summer garden with lush, sensuous foliage and fascinating flowers and turn a suburban patio into a sophisticated, late-
night paradise. But if you garden in a temperate climate and have been reluctant to commit to what you're sure will be too
much work, it's time to let Tropical Plants and How to Love Them author Marianne Willburn act as your tropical
matchmaker.

Using five relationship types to help you understand the different levels of care required for many common (and
uncommon!) tropicals, Marianne introduces you to an impressive array of outstanding tropical plants by providing care
instructions, easy tips for seeing these tropical beauties safely through the winter, and advice for designing a tropical
paradise of your own.

Tropical Plants and How to Love Them gives you permission to jump headfirst into:

• A summer romance that ends with the first frost.
• A long-term commitment to beautify indoor and outdoor spaces.
• A friends-with-benefits relationship that yields exotic flavors and fragrances.
• A breakup with that high-maintenance beauty.
• A best friend relationship that lasts a lifetime.

From the striking red leaves of the Abyssinian banana to the unusual flowers and healing powers of turmeric, there are
hundreds of tropical plants worth loving. Find your new sweetheart in the pages of Tropical Plants and How to Love
Them.

About the Author
Marianne Willburn is a gardening columnist, speaker and author of Big Dreams, Small Garden, and one of the six-person
writing team at GardenRant. A regular contributor to Better Homes and Gardens, The American Gardener, and other
national gardening magazines, Marianne has also been a weekly newspaper columnist for over a decade and is the
recipient of several Gold and Silver Media Awards from Garden Communicators International (formerly GWA).Marianne
also guides European garden tours with CarexTours, a D.C. based tour company dedicated to exploring public and
private gardens in a small group experience. She believes strongly that you should never wait for the 'perfect space' to
create a restful garden oasis for yourself and your family; and she has spent much of her gardening life in small city and
suburban gardens in places as diverse as California, England and the Mid-Atlantic. In 2013, she began gardening
intensively and exhaustively on ten acres in a rural corner of Northern Virginia and shares her gardening life each weekCool Springs Press
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NEW ZEALAND MARCH 2021 Sustainable Gardening
Vincent Simeone

Sustainable Gardening puts gardeners on the eco-friendly path by providing all the necessary guidance to
create and care for a stable, resource-savvy, and gorgeous landscape.

Description
Take practical steps to protect the Earth for future generations by creating a sustainable home landscape that is also
beautiful, budget-friendly, and low-maintenance. In this updated edition of Grow More With Less, author and horticulturist
Vincent Simeone shows us that gardens are living laboratories where we can experiment, grow, and connect with other
living things. There are tens of millions of gardeners across the globe. Together, we can create a huge and lasting
positive impact on the planet and all the creatures who share it with us. With the well-researched plan found in the pages
of Sustainable Gardening, gardeners and homeowners are taught how to:

• Grow more plants while using fewer resources
• Conserve water through plant choice and proper landscape care
• Stop the disposable mindset
• Mitigate the effects of climate change through intelligent landscaping
• Plan and plant with low-maintenance in mind
• Build healthy soil to sequester carbon and grow healthier plants
• Create a garden that supports wildlife and soil life
• Design your garden for resiliency and a long, healthy life
• Banish synthetic pesticides and herbicides for more eco-friendly choices
• Reduce plastic waste in the garden and the landfill
• Set your garden on a schedule to reduce maintenance needs
• Harvest rainwater for future use
• Adopt a sustainable lawn care program that requires less work and fewer resources

Plus, discover profiles of some of the best shrubs, perennials, and ornamental grasses to include in your sustainable
landscape. Not only are they beautiful and low-care, they also provide valuable ecosystem services. Sustainability is
defined as the capacity to endure, and while the term sustainability may seem a bit overused these days, the truth is that
there are few other words that convey the same message. Adaptablity and resilience are close, but they miss the mark in
conveying the long-term aspects of true sustainability. Being more mindful of your actions and learning how everything
you do in your landscape impacts the ecosystem found there generates a more thoughtful and responsible approach to
gardening we all would be wise to adopt.

About the Author
Vincent Simeone (Oyster Bay, NY) is an experienced lecturer, instructor, horticultural consultant, and author of books and
magazine articles. His education and training is in the field of ornamental horticulture, which he studied under world-
famous professors Dr. Allan Armitage and Dr. Michael Dirr at the University of Georgia. Later, Simeone added to his
education by receiving a masters in public administration from C.W. Post Long Island University. In addition to his mediaCool Springs Press
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NEW ZEALAND MARCH 2021 New Wild Garden
Ian Hodgson

New Wild Garden shows how to adapt an environmentally conscious new style to your garden, whatever its
size and aspect, using easy-to-grasp techniques, planting ideas and schemes.

Description
The New Wild Garden combines new approaches to a more naturalistic design with the practical side of growing
wildflowers and shows how to incorporate wildflowers, real meadows and a looser prairie-style planting into gardens and
wild spaces.With serious concern into the decline of pollinators and habitats, meadows are currently the focus of
enormous creativity. Gardeners, wildlife lovers, professional designers and seed manufacturers are all pushing the
envelope of what can be grown, the pictorial effects that can be achieved, and the benefits that this provides for
gardeners and wildlife.

This book includes 15 step-by-step projects and an essential plant list, as well as offering inspiration to gardeners and an
overview of the most influential movement in garden design over recent decades.

In this book you can learn:

- How to sow or plant meadow to suit your space
- Planting plans for every plot size: from a container, small patch, allotment or an acre
- How to grow and propagate more than 50 kinds of wildflowers
- Understand and emulate the new natural style followed by designers
- Meadow recipes for every soil, situation and wildlife habitat

About the Author
Ian Hodgson has more than 30 years' experience as an editor and award-winning writer, author and show and plant trial
judge. A former editor of The Garden magazine (published by the Royal Horticultural Society) he is currently Editor at
Large for Garden News and Garden Answers magazines. After training at the Royal Botanic Gardens Kew he qualified as
a landscape architect. Ian lives and gardens in Peterborough, Cambridgeshire. His first book with Frances Lincoln was
Great Garden Design, published in association with the Society of Garden Designers. New Wild Garden won the Peter
Seabrook Practical Book of the Year award at the prestigious Garden Media Guild Awards in 2016.
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NEW ZEALAND MARCH 2021 Micro Food Gardening
Jennifer McGuinness

Micro Food Gardening introduces very compact plant varieties and step-by-step projects for growing food in
small spaces, such as on balconies, decks, porches, and tabletops.

Description
Tiny plants are poised to take over the gardening world. And no category of tiny plants is as welcome and wildly
embraceable as tiny edibles. Not only are they cute as a button, but they're tasty and nutritious too! In Micro Food
Gardening, author and small-space gardening pro Jen McGuiness, introduces you to a world of miniature edible plants
and dozens of DIY projects for growing them.

Not everyone has room to grow a full-sized tomato plant or a melon vine that takes up more room than your car, but
everyone has space for a micro tomato that tops out at the height of a Barbie doll or a dwarf watermelon with vines that
won't grow any longer than your leg. From miniature herbs and salad greens to tiny strawberry plants, baby beets, and
mini cabbages, you'll quickly discover that micro gardening offers a surprisingly diverse and delicious array of edible
opportunities. Plus, with step-by-step instructions for a plethora of DIY micro food gardening projects, you'll be up and
growing in no time at all. Whether you micro garden on a high-rise balcony, an itty bitty patio, a front porch container, or
even in a basket on the handlebars of your bicycle, there are mini food plants ready to start cranking out fresh produce
just a few weeks after planting. Creative projects include:

• A window box of mini potatoes for a porch, deck, or fire escape railing
• A mini lettuce table that serves to both grow food and hold your beverage
• A compact "cake tower" of strawberry plants
• A wine box spice garden
• A mini food fountain with herbs, veggies, and edible flowers
• A small-space omelette garden for cooking up the perfect breakfast

Plus, several indoor food-growing projects will have you enjoying homegrown micro veggies year-round, even in cold
climates. With advice on plant selection and care, project plans, full colour photography, and growing tips, Micro Food
Gardening is here to show you the joys of growing your own fresh, organic food, no matter where you call home.

About the Author
Jen McGuinness began regularly writing as Frau Zinnie in 2011 on FrauZinnie.com. The website features Jen's writing,
photography, and personal gardening experiences in her Connecticut, US, garden, along with interviews with garden
experts. She is a proponent of organic gardening methods and pollinator-friendly gardens. Jen is a writer, editor, and
photographer. She's worked in local journalism, nonprofit communications, a small business, and now in corporate
communications. She explored other interests along the way, earning two master's degrees. Jen is an award-winning
local journalist, earning recognition from the New England Press Association, the Connecticut chapter of the Society of
Professional Journalists, and the Awards for Publication Excellence.
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NEW ZEALAND MARCH 2021 Grow Your Own Mini Fruit Garden
Christy Wilhelmi

With Grow Your Own Mini Fruit Garden, turn your backyard, deck, or balcony into a fruit-producing paradise
with advice for growing small-space dwarf tree fruits, including apples, peaches, and citrus, along with
fruiting bushes, brambles, berries, and vines.

Description
Forget the farmer's market. Grow your own delicious, organic apples, figs, peaches, plums, strawberries, blackberries,
citrus fruits, and more with Grow Your Own Mini Fruit Garden. No green thumb required. Even beginners become
successful fruit "farmers" with the techniques and advice offered by author Christy Wilhelmi, the force behind the popular
gardening website, Gardenerd.

Selecting the best small-scale fruit trees, bushes, vines, and plants for your climate, siting them properly, and pruning
your compact trees for health and productivity are some of the many topics covered in the pages of this bible of small-
space fruit growing. You'll also discover how to:

• Turn your urban, suburban, or rural garden into a fruit factory, no matter its size
• Maximise production from edible container fruit gardens
• Grow more food in less space
• Limit your family's synthetic pesticide consumption
• Choose varieties with increased disease resistance
• Select plants that grow well in your climate
• Maintain your fruiting plants correctly to encourage years of prolific harvests

With modern, dwarf varieties, and help from Grow Your Own Mini Fruit Garden, a healthy, high-yielding garden filled with
fruit-producing plants is possible-even in the smallest of yards.

About the Author
Christy Wilhelmi empowers people to grow their own food, to be more self-reliant, and to reduce pollution and waste, one
garden at a time. Christy is founder of Gardenerd, the ultimate resource for garden nerds, where she publishes her
popular blog and podcast. She also specialises in small-space, organic edible garden design and consulting. She holds
regular organic gardening classes in California, and has co-taught organic gardening at the Esalen Institute in Big Sur,
California. Christy was a board member of Ocean View Farms Organic Community Garden in Mar Vista, California, for
over 20 years, and gardens almost entirely with heirloom vegetables. Between 70-80 percent of her family's produce
comes from her garden of less than 300 square feet. She is author of Grow Your Own Mini Fruit Garden, Gardening for
Geeks, and the novel, Garden Variety.
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NEW ZEALAND MARCH 2021 Pottery (Mindful Makes)
Lucy Davidson

Mindful Makes: Pottery is a contemporary craft book sharing over 20 simple makes for playful pottery pieces.

Description
Making is mindfulness made practical, and pottery is a known meditative craft. Mindful Makes: Pottery is a contemporary
craft book sharing over 20 simple makes for playful pottery pieces.

Maker Lucy Davidson shares techniques, steps, and ideas for working with clay--without a wheel or kiln--fun projects from
miniature bunting to plant pots and terrazzo style bracelets. In this stunning project book, she shares personal insight into
the wellbeing benefits and happiness pottery can bring--from slowing down in busy, modern life to experiencing the
meditative nature of making and the joy creating a handmade piece can give.

Clean photography, contemporary illustration and heart-affirming text are beautifully mixed together creating a bespoke
craft book to cherish.

About the Author
Lucy Davidson is a contemporary crafter and designer who specializes in pottery and weaving. She teaches workshops
and classes, and has featured in the national press with her original step-by-step projects and techniques for the modern
maker to create at home. Lucy blogs about making, craft & design, and has appeared on channel 4 television in the UK.
www.peasandneedles.co.uk/Insta_ peasandneedles
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NEW ZEALAND MARCH 2021 Quilting (Mindful Makes)
Elli Beaven

Mindful Makes: Quilting is a contemporary craft book containing 20 simple projects for gorgeous quilted
pieces.

Description
Making is mindfulness made practical, and quilting is a renowned and rewarding craft. In Mindful Makes: Quilting maker
Elli Beaven reveals the meditative nature of the quilting process and its empowering skillset for creating, mending and
mindfulness.

Drawing on the traditions of hand quilting, Elli has created 20 modern makes, ranging from simple coasters, bags and
cushions to quilts and curtains. She shares the basic techniques of quilting and shows how these can be adapted and
developed for different projects, as well as mending and repurposing.

Clean photography, contemporary illustration and heart-affirming text are neatly sewn together to celebrate handwork and
the act of crafting for a sustainable future.Packed with inspiring ideas and practical guidance, Mindful Makes: Quilting
gives you the skills to get started with this fulfilling craft, and shows how the quilting process and the satisfaction of
creating our own unique makes can benefit our wellbeing.

About the Author
Elli Beaven is a quilt maker with a passion for sustainable making. She runs Wholecloth Studio in east London, UK, and
also teaches quilting and natural dyeing workshops. Her beautiful quilted projects have appeared in Mollie Makes,
Curated Quilts, and Selvedge.
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NEW ZEALAND MARCH 2021 All-Natural Perfume Making
Kristen Schuhmann

Learn how to create your own custom scents out of essential oils and botanical ingredients such as herbs and
flowers in All-Natural Perfume Making.

Description
Master your own custom perfume blends with ingredients to benefit your mind, body, and emotions in All-Natural Perfume
Making. Just like magic, turn botanical herbs, flowers, and essential oils into wonderful-smelling, healthy, and sustainable
perfumes.

In All-Natural Perfume Making, author and herbalist Kristen Schuhmann guides beginning perfumers in the art and
techniques of crafting oil-based, alcohol-based, and solid perfumes. Learn the history and traditional benefits of certain
scents as you create your own unique blends from a variety of plant-based ingredients. In addition to smelling good,
natural scents can be a powerful self-care tool to benefit mental and emotional health. Feeling anxious? A blend of
vanilla, lavender, cedarwood, and neroli can help relax frazzled nerves. Have a big test coming up? Boost your brain
power with rosemary, sweet orange, and peppermint.

Once you've grasped the techniques in All-Natural Perfume Making, the possibilities are endless as you mix, layer, and
experiment with natural scents. Perfect for the beginner who wants to create their own signature scents without the use of
harsh chemicals, this book provides a solid base on the philosophy and methods of crafting all-natural fragrances that not
only smell fantastic but can add to your well-being.

About the Author
Kristen Schuhmann is an herbalist, instructor, ESL teacher, and wellness blogger who has written for Mind, Body, Green;
Basmati.com; and Herbs for Health. She lives in Kirkland, Washington, and teaches online courses through her business,
Botanical Alchemy & Apothecary.
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NEW ZEALAND MARCH 2021 Empowered Embroidery (Art Makers)
Amy L. Frazer

Art Makers: Empowered Embroidery makes it easy to learn to embroider iconic women. With simple sketching
instructions, an overview of embroidery basics, step-by-step stitching projects, and portraits of strong
women, this book appeals to artists, crafters, stitchers, and more.

Description
With Art Makers: Empowered Embroidery, learn to sketch and stitch strong, recognisable women from all walks of life.
Featuring sketching and illustration instructions, basic stitches, embroidery techniques, and 8 projects with portraits of
famous women, this book is a must-have tool for hands-on artists and crafters. If you're a beginning embroiderer, start
with the basic stitches and embroidery instructions at the beginning of the book. Essential tools, warm-up exercises, tips
for embroidering facial features and hair, and general information on embroidery will give you the know-how you need to
get started. Then dive into sketching your favourite female cultural and historical icons, including:

• Michelle Obama
• Ruth Bader Ginsburg
• Frida Kahlo
• Greta Thunberg
• Eleanor Roosevelt
• Maya Angelou
• and many more!

Once you've sketched your figures, follow along with the step-by-step embroidery projects as you learn to stitch the
women featured in the book-and anyone else you admire! All of the projects are beautifully paired with large photos so
that you can easily mimic the techniques at home while relaxing with your embroidery. The author is a professional
illustrator, designer, and embroiderer uniquely suited to give instruction on this fun, trending embroidery technique. With
her expert tips, you're sure to enjoy learning a new hobby, or advancing your skills if you're already familiar with
embroidery.

Art Makers: Empowered Embroidery makes it easy to sketch, stitch, and create your favourite female icons, from
empowering women of today to icons of the past. The Art Makers series is designed for beginning artists and arts-and-
crafts enthusiasts who are interested in experiencing fun hands-on mediums, including polymer clay and papier-mache.

About the Author
Amy L. Frazer is a Portland, Oregon-based illustrator, designer, and embroiderer. After studying art and illustration at the
Columbus College of Art & Design, Amy worked as product designer. She left the corporate world in 2015 and now
teaches art workshops in addition to working with a variety of clients. Learn more at amylfrazer.com.
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NEW ZEALAND MARCH 2021 Papier Mache (Art Makers)
Sarah Hand

Your favorite childhood craft is back in a big way! With Art Makers: Papier Mache, you can learn to craft and
create using papier mache-a fun, easy, and hands-on hobby that both kids and adults will love.

Description
Papier mache is back-and not just for kids! In this third book in the Art Makers series, artists of all skill levels, crafty
families, and others will love learning to work with their hands to make and then create with papier mache. The perfect
tactile and environmentally conscious art form, papier mache uses simple, affordable, and recyclable tools and can be
made easily at home. This accessible guide covers the tools, materials, and techniques for making papier mache,
followed by step-by-step projects for making quirky, whimsical, folk art-inspired:

• Home decor
• Gifts
• Jewelry
• Dolls
• Animal figurines
• And much more

An inspiration gallery provides even more ideas for using this flexible medium. Art Makers: Papier Mache is the perfect
book for anyone wanting to get started with this fun, easy technique, or for those who want to revisit the joy of making
papier mache from their childhood. The Art Makers series is designed for beginning artists and arts-and-crafts enthusiasts
who are interested in experiencing fun hands-on mediums, including polymer clay and embroidery.

About the Author
Sarah Hand is a Virginia-based illustrator, painter, and papier-mache artist. She teaches papier-mache classes at the
Visual Arts Center of Richmond and the Virginia Museum of Fine Arts. Sarahs art showcases a quirky, whimsical style
inspired in part by her childhood as part of a US Navy family and her time spent living in Germany. She loves bright
vintage colors and folk art, and shes inspired by color and her curiosity about the world. Learn more at sarah-hand.com.
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NEW ZEALAND MARCH 2021 Farm and Forest Animals (Amigurumi Crochet)
Kristen Rask

Amigurumi Crochet is an approachable and easy-to-follow guide to crocheting your own adorable stuffed yarn
creatures! Learn how to make 26 different animal amigurumi patterns.

Description
Crochet your own gang of animal pals! With easy-to-follow instructions for 26 amigurumi patterns, you'll have yourself a
home full of animals from the forest to the farm.

These patterns come from talented artists around the world, with tips and tricks for learning amigurumi, the Japanese art
of crocheting adorable companions. Crochet yourself a wide-eyed owl, a huggable fox, a napping fawn, a pig with an
adorable curly tail, and more. These animals make for great decorations around your home, unique gifts for your friends
and family, and something to keep in the car or backpack as a furry companion!

Amigurumi Crochet features a glossary of crochet terms for beginners, easy instructions to follow, and helpful photos to
make sure your on track with each of these projects. You'll be a crochet expert in no time!

The patterns: Cow, Pig, Chick, Giraffe, Bird, Koala, Bear Pod, Dog, Alpaca, Peter Pilot Duck, Owl, Bunny, Beaver, Bear,
Fish, Hedgehog, Cats, Fox, Raccoon, Fawn, Squirrel, Kitten, Mouse, Skunk, and Tortoise.

About the Author
Kristen Rask is the President of Seattles largest indie craft show, Urban Craft Uprising in Washington State. She is the
author of 8 craft titles including Yummy Crochet, Creature Crochet, and others.
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NEW ZEALAND MARCH 2021 Drawing Workshop for Kids
Samara Caughey

Drawing Workshop for Kids is for art educators, parents, teachers, and caregivers looking for an alternative to
the rigid, conservative idea of "realistic" drawing projects for kids, with 25+ projects that build confidence
and create independent and flexible thinking.

Description
Help kids build confidence and find their own creative voice through this collection of 25+ invitations for drawing. In
Drawing Workshop for Kids, art educator Samara Caughey, founder of the highly praised family-centered art studio
Purple Twig, shares drawing activities that support the development of creative, confident children ages 5 and up.

All kids need to begin engaging in the pleasure of these simple yet inspiring drawing projects are a pencil and paper.
Along the way, new materials are introduced, giving kids the opportunity to experiment with new techniques. Each of the
three main chapters-drawing from life, drawing from images, and inventive drawing-focuses on techniques to explore,
such as observation, mark making, shadow, line, composition, detail, contour, and perspective.

Drawing Workshop for Kids strives to inspire children to investigate drawing and develop their own approach to art,
building creativity and confidence.

About the Author
Samara Caughey received a BFA from the School of the Art Institute of Chicago and an MFA from University of Southern
California. She taught art classes for children at the Armory Center for the Arts in Pasadena, California, for 9 years before
opening Purple Twig, an art studio for children and families. The studio teaches techniques in ceramics, drawing,
sculpture, collage, and printmaking, all the while allowing children to have their own voice. Samara's approach to teaching
children grows directly out of her own fine art practice, which consists of sculpture and collage. She has exhibited
professionally in solo and group shows in Los Angeles, New York, San Francisco, and Minneapolis. Samara is also
contributing writer, creating art projects for children on a bimonthly basis for artfulparent.com and artbarblog.com, and has
created art content for teachpreschool.com for their Discovery Conference on process art and how to incorporate it into a
preschool curriculum. She lives in Los Angeles, California.
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NEW ZEALAND MARCH 2021 Block Print for Beginners (Inspired Artist)
Elise Young

Inspired Artist: Block Print for Beginners teaches beginners how to design and carve their own lino blocks and
create a variety of unique, customisable art prints.

Description
Learn to create contemporary, unique works of art with traditional carving tools and printmaking techniques. Step-by-step
projects and creative lino prints make it fun and easy. The Inspired Artist series invites art hobbyists and casual art
enthusiasts to have fun learning basic art concepts, relaxing into the creative process to make art in a playful,
contemporary style.

Aspiring artists, illustrators, art students, and art hobbyists will discover how to use basic carving tools and techniques to
design and create custom lino prints for unique works of art. Practical instruction combined with approachable step-by-
step projects and inspirational imagery guide readers on an engaging, easy-to-follow exploration of block printing.
Beginning with an introduction to essential tools, such as printmaking inks, carving blocks, gouges, and papers, Block
Print for Beginners demonstrates how to get from uncarved blocks to beautiful prints, covering everything including
designing the print, best practices for carving, working with various inks, and how to achieve the best print results.

Once comfortable with the basics, aspiring printmakers can move on to explore a series of step-by-step tutorials for
creating a variety of lino prints that they can use over and over again. From simple landscapes and nature motifs to
everyday items and even portraits, Block Print for Beginners provides a fresh, contemporary, and enjoyable approach to
learning this time-treasured art form.

About the Author
Elise Young is a creator and printmaker living and working in Toronto, Canada. She makes art under her studio name,
Bloomingprint, which she established in 2016. Currently, she also works with several companies as a pattern designer.
Her work is mainly inspired by nature, especially florals and botanical elements. She hopes to enrich people's daily lives
and provide joyful moments through her artwork. When she isn't carving the block, she loves to travel and spend quality
time with her family. You can find her recent work on Instagram @bloomingprint.
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NEW ZEALAND MARCH 2021 Draw Every Little Thing (Inspired Artist)
Flora Waycott

With Draw Every Little Thing, aspiring artists and art enthusiasts can learn to draw more than 100 objects,
items, and locations they see around them every day.

Description
Learn to draw and paint more than 100 of your favorite everyday items! Step-by-step projects and creative inspiration
make it fun and easy. The Inspired Artist series invites art hobbyists and casual art enthusiasts to have fun learning basic
art concepts, relaxing into the creative process to make art in a playful, contemporary style. With Draw Every Little Thing
(Inspired Artist), the first book in this new series, you can learn to draw and paint your favorite everyday items.
From learning to draw and paint plants, flowers, and bicycles to the neighborhood cafe and the contents of the kitchen
cabinet, this contemporary drawing book demonstrates just how easy it is to render the world around you with little more
than a pencil, paper, and paint. Following a brief introduction to the joys of simplistic drawing and painting, this
aesthetically pleasing book familiarizes you with a range of drawing tools and materials, including graphite pencil, pen and
ink, colored pencil, marker, and gouache, before offering a quick overview of basic color theory. Each subsequent chapter
is then devoted to a specific theme-kitchenalia, hobbies, neighborhood haunts, and much more-and packed with simple
step-by-step drawing projects. This accessible book encourages you to jump around so you can draw what immediately
inspires you. Interactive prompts, creative exercises, and inspiring ideas make the process fun and engaging. Easy
techniques and helpful instructions show you how to develop your own personal style, as well as add color to your
drawings using acrylic, watercolor, and gouache. Crafty projects round out the book, allowing you to use your newfound
drawing and painting skills. Filled to the brim with whimsical artwork and loads of creative ideas, Draw Every Little Thing
(Inspired Artist) encourages artists of all skill levels to draw any time inspiration strikes.

About the Author
Flora Waycott is an illustrator and artist in Perth, Australia. Her art has appeared on book covers, including The Anne of
Green Gables Cookbook (Race Point); childrens bedding and decor; stationery; greeting cards; and within books. She co-
authored Creative Folk Art and Beyond (Walter Foster Publishing). Flora is inspired by Japan, where she lived for five
years as a child, as well as everyday objects. Learn more at www.florawaycott.com.
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NEW ZEALAND MARCH 2021 The Art of Paint Marbling
Rene Eisenbart

Use paper, paint, water, and more to create your own colourful, abstract marbled art with The Art of Paint
Marbling.

Description
The Art of Paint Marbling takes you through all the tools, techniques, and tips you need to create your own marbled
artwork. Closely following the successful The Art of Paint Pouring and its follow-up, The Art of Paint Pouring: Swipe, Swirl
& Spin, The Art of Paint Marbling features a similarly easy-to-follow format and appealing aesthetic.

Paint marbling is a contemporary technique with a long history. What started hundreds of years ago as the Japanese ink-
based art of suminagashi has evolved into a fun, modern art form that's popular on YouTube and has been hailed as a
trend by The New York Times. Nowadays, paint marbling uses a base of thickened water, onto which paint or another
medium is poured and then swirled. Dipping paper directly into the paint creates beautiful, abstract art that's easy to do at
home using minimal, affordable supplies. Using step-by-step projects with thorough instructions, artists can use paint, ink,
nail polish, and more to create marbled artwork on a variety of surfaces, including paper and canvas. Large, beautiful, and
colourful photos accompany all of the projects and techniques.

Paint marbling serves as a fun hobby for beginners, a new art form for more advanced artists looking for alternative
techniques, and a family activity perfect for artists young and old. With The Art of Paint Marbling, you can learn to use
paper, paint, and water to create your own on-trend artwork!

About the Author
Rene Eisenbart is a Portland, Oregon-based artist. She spent 25 years creating botanical illustrations for The Oregonian
and now teaches painting workshops locally and in Europe. Rene paints from her classroom studio and likes to
incorporate watercolour, collage, acrylic, and more into her expressive paintings. She is a member of the National
Watercolor Society and the International Society of Experimental Artists. Learn more about Rene on her website: rene-art.
com.
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NEW ZEALAND MARCH 2021 Nature Painting in Watercolor
Kristine A. Lombardi

Learn to paint and create your favourite florals, plants, animals, and more with Nature Painting in Watercolor,
the complete guide to painting nature in watercolour.

Description
In Nature Painting in Watercolor, the focus is all on the great outdoors-specifically, the plants that grow there. Beginning
and aspiring artists can learn to create their favourite ferns, leaves, trees, florals, as well as animals, using the popular
watercolour medium.

Start by learning about the tools and materials needed to paint in watercolour; then dive into a thorough and fun painting
techniques section, which covers washes, glazes, how to add detail in watercolour, and much more. If you'd like to spend
more time outside (who doesn't?), check out the section on finding inspiration outside for tips on viewing and gathering
natural painting subjects, such as trees, grasses, flowers, and many other plants. And if you can't get outside, we've got
you covered as well, with suggestions for where to find images online and photos to use as references. Also learn to
sketch and keep a detailed sketchbook-skills that will help you when you get started on the step-by-step painting projects
in the largest section of the book.

The step-by-step projects cover popular natural painting subjects, including the ones already listed here as well as rocks,
mushrooms, buds, blooms, big and small trees, and forest animals. All are illustrated and painted in the author/artists's
signature contemporary watercolour style.

Nature Painting in Watercolor offers a fun, refreshing look at painting plants for today's artist.

About the Author
Kristine A. Lombardi is a professional illustrator who began her career in advertising and promotions before leaving the
corporate world to focus on design and illustration. The author and illustrator behind several childrens books, Kristine has
also worked with a variety of well-known clients and teaches art classes at Montclair Art Museum. She lives in Montclair,
New Jersey, with her cat Boo. Learn more at kristinelombardi.com.
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NEW ZEALAND MARCH 2021 1,500 Color Mixing Recipes for Oil, Acrylic & Watercolor
William F. Powell

1,500 Color Mixing Recipes for Oil, Acrylic & Watercolor is a comprehensive colour-mixing resource for
painters of all skill levels.

Description
1,500 Color Mixing Recipes for Oil, Acrylic & Watercolor is the definitive colour-mixing resource for oil, acrylic, and
watercolour artists. This user-friendly compendium is colour coded for quick-and-easy reference and includes two
removable colour-mixing grids-one for oil or acrylic, and one for watercolour. Follow these four simple steps to mix more
than 1,500 colour combinations:

• Look in the Colo Guidance Index for the subject you want to paint-for example, "Broccoli."
• Find the Colo Recipe with the subjects recipe number ("81") and a photo of the actual paint mixture.
• Use the Colo Mixing Grid to measure each paint colour.
• Mix the colour. Its that easy!

You'll also learn about colour theory, mixing values, complementary colours, greying colour naturally, mixing portrait
colours, rendering skies and clouds, and more. Also available from Walter Foster's best-selling Color Mixing Recipes
series: Color Mixing Recipes for Oil & Acrylic, Color Mixing Recipes for Watercolor, Color Mixing Recipes for Portraits,
and Color Mixing Recipes for Landscapes.

About the Author
William F. Powell was an internationally recognised artist and one of America's foremost colourists. A native of
Huntington, West Virginia, Bill studied at the Art Student's Career School in New York; Harrow Technical College in
Harrow, England; and the Louvre Free School of Art in Paris, France. He was professionally involved in fine art,
commercial art, and technical illustrations for more than 45 years. His experience as an art instructor included oil,
watercolour, acrylic, coloured pencil, and pastel-with subjects ranging from landscapes to portraits and wildlife. He also
authored a number of art instruction books, including several popular Walter Foster titles. As a renowned master of
colour, Bill conducted numerous "Color Mixing and Theory" workshops in various cities throughout the U.S. His expertise
in colour theory also led him to author and illustrate several articles and an educational series of 11 articles entitled "Color
in Perspective" for a national art magazine. Additionally, he performed as an art consultant for national space programs
and for several artist's paint manufacturers. Bill's work also included the creation of background sets for films, model
making, animated cartoons, and animated films for computer mock-up programs. He produced instructional painting,
colour mixing, and drawing art videos.
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NEW ZEALAND MARCH 2021 Color Mixing Recipes for Portraits
William F. Powell

Learn to mix virtually any skin tone in oil, acrylic, and watercolour paints with the recipes and acrylic mixing
grid in Color Mixing Recipes for Portraits.

Description
Color Mixing Recipes for Portraits features master mixes for an array of skin colours in oil, acrylic, and watercolour-plus
recipes for hair, eye, and lip colours. Also included are a plastic colour-mixing grid for measuring out paints, as well as a
handy conversion chart for finding acrylic equivalents of oil paints and vice versa. With Color Mixing Recipes for Portraits
and your painting materials, follow the three simple steps to mix virtually any skin tone for your portrait:

• Match a palette of skin tones from this book to your portrait subject
• Create the Master Skin Tone Recipe for this palette using the included plastic colour mixing grid to measure each paint
colour
• Follow the recipes to create all the skin tones you will need to complete your portrait-from light values to shadows.

Also featured in this book:

• Colo theory
• Tinting, toning, and shading
• Greying skin tones naturally
• Identifying facial planes
• Mouth, nose, and ear colour tones
• Eye and hair colour tones
• Watercolour skin tone recipes

With recipes for more than 500 colour combinations, Color Mixing Recipes for Portraits is your ultimate source for painting
realistic skin, mouths, ears, noses, eyes, and hair. Walter Foster's best-selling Color Mixing Recipes series also includes
Color Mixing Recipes for Oil and Acrylic, Color Mixing Recipes for Watercolor, and Color Mixing Recipes for Landscapes.
These books contain hundreds of precise colour mixing combinations for realistic results, as well as acetate grids for
measuring paint units.

About the Author
William F. Powell was an internationally recognised artist and one of America's foremost colourists. A native of
Huntington, West Virginia, Bill studied at the Art Student's Career School in New York; Harrow Technical College in
Harrow, England; and the Louvre Free School of Art in Paris, France. He was professionally involved in fine art,
commercial art, and technical illustrations for more than 45 years. His experience as an art instructor included oil,
watercolour, acrylic, coloured pencil, and pastel-with subjects ranging from landscapes to portraits and wildlife. He also
authored a number of art instruction books, including several popular Walter Foster titles. As a renowned master of
colour, Bill conducted numerous "Color Mixing and Theory" workshops in various cities throughout the U.S. His expertiseWalter Foster
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NEW ZEALAND MARCH 2021 Color Mixing Recipes for Oil & Acrylic
William F. Powell

Learn to accurately mix oil as well as acrylic paints and create your favourite colours using Color Mixing
Recipes for Oil & Acrylic.

Description
The definitive colour-mixing resource for oil and acrylic artists, Color Mixing Recipes for Oil & Acrylic includes colour
mixing charts that list each colour needed to create a combination and painting instructions in a handy, portable size.
Follow these four simple steps to mix more than 450 colour combinations:

• Look in the Color Guidance Index for the subject you want to paint-for example, "Sunflower Yellow."
• Find the Color Recipe with the subject's recipe number ("8") and a photo of the actual paint mixture
• Use the Color Mixing Grid to measure each paint colour
• Mix the colour

It's that easy! You'll also learn about colour theory, colour value mixing, complementary colours, greying colour naturally,
and mixing portrait colours. Walter Fosters best-selling Color Mixing Recipes series also includes Color Mixing Recipes
for Watercolor, Color Mixing Recipes for Portraits, and Color Mixing Recipes for Landscapes. These books contain
hundreds of precise colour mixing combinations for realistic results, as well as two acetate grids for measuring paint units.

About the Author
William F. Powell was an internationally recognised artist and one of America's foremost colourists. A native of
Huntington, West Virginia, Bill studied at the Art Student's Career School in New York; Harrow Technical College in
Harrow, England; and the Louvre Free School of Art in Paris, France. He was professionally involved in fine art,
commercial art, and technical illustrations for more than 45 years. His experience as an art instructor included oil,
watercolour, acrylic, coloured pencil, and pastel-with subjects ranging from landscapes to portraits and wildlife. He also
authored a number of art instruction books, including several popular Walter Foster titles. As a renowned master of
colour, Bill conducted numerous "Color Mixing and Theory" workshops in various cities throughout the U.S. His expertise
in colour theory also led him to author and illustrate several articles and an educational series of 11 articles entitled "Color
in Perspective" for a national art magazine. Additionally, he performed as an art consultant for national space programs
and for several artist's paint manufacturers. Bill's work also included the creation of background sets for films, model
making, animated cartoons, and animated films for computer mock-up programs. He produced instructional painting,
colour mixing, and drawing art videos.
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NEW ZEALAND MARCH 2021 Color Mixing Recipes for Watercolor
William F. Powell

Learn to mix virtually any colour using watercolour paints with the recipes and watercolour mixing grid in Color
Mixing Recipes for Watercolor.

Description
Color Mixing Recipes for Watercolor is the definitive colour-mixing resource for watercolour artists. With a wide spectrum
of paint recipes, each revealing the colour proportions and dilution level needed to achieve the featured swatch, this user-
friendly book also includes a colour-mixing grid that makes measuring simple.Follow these four simple steps to mix more
than 450 colour combinations:

• Look in the Color Guidance Index for the subject you want to paint-for example, "Eucalyptus Bark."
• Find the Color Recipe with the subjects recipe number ("293") and an example of the actual paint mixture.
• Use the Color Mixing Grid to measure each paint color.
• Mix the color.

It's that easy! You'll also learn about colour theory, mixing values, greying colour naturally, mixing portrait colours, and
more. Also available from Walter Fosters best-selling Color Mixing Recipes series: 1,500 Color Mixing Recipes for Oil,
Acrylic & Watercolor; Color Mixing Recipes for Oil & Acrylic; Color Mixing Recipes for Portraits; and Color Mixing Recipes
for Landscapes.

About the Author
William F. Powell was an internationally recognized artist and one of America's foremost colorists. A native of Huntington,
West Virginia, Bill studied at the Art Student's Career School in New York; Harrow Technical College in Harrow, England;
and the Louvre Free School of Art in Paris, France. He was professionally involved in fine art, commercial art, and
technical illustrations for more than 45 years. His experience as an art instructor included oil, watercolor, acrylic, colored
pencil, and pastel&mdash;with subjects ranging from landscapes to portraits and wildlife. He also authored a number of
art instruction books, including several popular Walter Foster titles. As a renowned master of color, Bill conducted
numerous “Color Mixing and Theory” workshops in various cities throughout the U.S. His expertise in color theory also led
him to author and illustrate several articles and an educational series of 11 articles entitled “Color in Perspective” for a
national art magazine. Additionally, he performed as an art consultant for national space programs and for several artist's
paint manufacturers. Bill's work also included the creation of background sets for films, model making, animated cartoons,
and animated films for computer mockup programs. He produced instructional painting, color mixing, and drawing art
videos.
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NEW ZEALAND MARCH 2021 Drawing Concepts (Step-by-Step Studio)
K. Goldman,  William F. Powell,  D. Cardaci,&nbsp; C. Rosinski, C.
&nbsp;Radcliff-Mendoza

With easy-to-follow, in-depth instruction from four accomplished artists, Step-by-Step Studio: Drawing
Concepts teaches the foundational skills beginning artists need to get started with graphite pencil.

Description
Step-by-Step Studio: Drawing Concepts offers the fundamental information beginning artists need to kick off their creative
pursuits in graphite pencil. Featuring in-depth instruction on composition, value, creating textures, using and manipulating
photo references, and more, Step-by-Step Studio: Drawing Concepts is the perfect guide for you as a beginning or
intermediate artist. After an introduction to art tools and materials and very basic techniques, four accomplished artists
offer insight, tips, and helpful demonstrations that illustrate important art concepts and techniques. You will also find an
impressive and varied selection of step-by-step projects to re-create, including still lifes, flowers, animals, landscapes, and
portraits in the four sections.

• Values: Covers shapes, form, the light source, how to create depth, and the elements of design.
• Dynamic Compositions: Discusses viewpoint, the golden mean, symmetry and asymmetry, focal points, landscapes, and
negative space.
• Realistic Textures: Focuses on rendering the many different textures found in traditional still lifes, animals, people,
plants and flowers, and landscapes.
• Step-by-Step Exercises: Includes additional drawing projects, such as a teddy bear, landscape, horse, floral still life,
portrait of a girl, and fruit and wine.

Throughout the book, artists Ken Goldman, William F. Powell, Diane Cardaci, and Carol Rosinski offer practical and easy-
to-understand drawing techniques and art principles, but also encouraging words. The journey through Step-by-Step
Studio: Drawing Concepts is not about making perfect drawings; it's about making each drawing better than the one
before it, while having a great time.

The books in the Step-by-Step Studio series are project driven and introduce beginning artists to the fundamental tools
and techniques of their chosen medium. Easy-to-follow step-by-step projects help beginners hone their skills while
creating artwork across a variety of subjects, from still life and landscapes to animal portraits and botanicals.

About the Author
Award-winning artist Ken Goldman is an internationally known artist, author, teacher, and art juror. His work has been
exhibited in group and solo exhibitions in Holland; Paris; Mexico; New York; Boston; Washington, DC; the Oceanside
Museum of Art: 100 Artists, 100 Years 1915-2015; the International Fabriano en Acquarello 2015 (Italy); Chinas
Shenzhen International Biennial 2013-2014; and the Shanghai International Biennial 2012-2013. He currently serves as
president of the National Watercolor Society. Visit goldmanfineart.com.
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NEW ZEALAND MARCH 2021 Drawing Lifelike Subjects (Step-by-Step Studio)
Diane Cardaci,  N. Stacey,  L. Weil, D. Wright

With easy-to-follow, in-depth instruction from four accomplished artists, Step-by-Step Studio: Drawing Lifelike
Subjects teaches beginners how to create convincing, detailed drawings in graphite pencil.

Description
Step-by-Step Studio: Drawing Lifelike Subjects teaches beginning artists how to create realistic, detailed drawings in
graphite pencil. Featuring in-depth instruction on basic drawing techniques, creating texture, developing likeness, and
more, Step-by-Step Studio: Drawing Lifelike Subjects is the perfect guide for you as a beginning or intermediate artist.
After an introduction to basic materials and pencil techniques, four accomplished artists offer insight, tips, and step-by-
step demonstrations that help create detailed, lifelike drawings of your chosen subjects, including animals, flowers, and
landscapes. Learn to create texture and likeness using basic pencil techniques, understanding perspective, exploring light
and shadow, developing values, and more.

• Dogs & Puppies: From a soulful Basset Hound puppy to a full-grown German Shepherd, learn to draw your chosen
breed step by step.
• Flowers & Botanicals: Explains basic flower anatomy and how to render detailed still lifes and florals using basic pencil
techniques to convey light and shadow.
• Beautiful Landscapes: See the world through the eyes of an artist as you recreate coastal scenes, warm cottages, and
pastoral landscapes.
• Lifelike Animals: Capture the essence of your favourite wild animals, including elephants, tigers, lions, wolves, and
more.

Throughout the book, artists Diane Cardaci, Nolon Stacey, Linda Weil, and Diane Wright offer practical drawing
techniques and easy-to-understand, step-by-step instruction, but also encouraging words. The journey through Step-by-
Step Studio: Drawing Lifelike Subjects is not about making perfect drawings; its about achieving likeness and drawing
skills with each new project, while having a great time.

The books in the Step-by-Step Studio series introduce beginning artists to the fundamental tools and techniques of their
chosen medium. Easy-to-follow, step-by-step projects help beginners hone their skills while creating artwork across a
variety of subjects, from still life and landscapes to animal portraits and botanicals.

About the Author
Diane Cardaci was classically trained at the Art Students League of New York City, Parsons School of Design, and the
School of Visual Arts. Her passion for both realism and nature led her to start her professional art career working as a
Natural Science Illustrator in New York City, where she specialized in medical and natural science illustrations. Her work
has been published by the American Museum of Natural History in New York City, as well as by major textbook
companies such as Holt, Rinehart, and Winston. After studying portraiture with nationally acclaimed artists such as
Nelson Shanks and John Sanden, commissioned portrait work soon became an important part of her artwork. She is a
signature member of the American Society of Portrait Artists and has contributed writing for the organizationsWalter Foster
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NEW ZEALAND MARCH 2021 The Art of Pencil Drawing with Gene Franks
Gene Franks

For artists of all skill levels, The Art of Pencil Drawing with Gene Franks offers 65+ step-by-step projects for
drawing a range of subjects in pencil.

Description
From the fundamentals to advanced techniques, The Art of Pencil Drawing with Gene Franks is filled with more than 65
step-by-step projects useful to artists of all skill levels. The impressive drawings by author-artist Gene Franks seem to
come to life right on the page. With this comprehensive guide, learn to draw like Gene Franks with simple, step-by-step
demonstrations that cover a wide variety of subject matter, from still lifes and landscapes to animals and people. First,
there is an introduction to art supplies, how to use pencils, and information about the value scale and shading. Then move
into the 65+ drawing projects, broken into six sections:

• Still lifes, including fruit, a conch shell, and childrens toys
• Buildings, including a country church, a Spanish mission, and a lighthouse
• Landscapes, including flowers and foliage, a creek, and a farm
• Transportation, including boats, cars, and trains
• Animals, including a rabbit, a tiger, and birds
• People, including a young man in a suit, a woman in profile, a ballerina, and a prospector

Along the way, learn more about sketching, composition, and much more. No matter your skill level, The Art of Pencil
Drawing with Gene Franks is a must-have for any artist's library.Walter Foster Publishing's Collector's Series offers a
broad range of projects across a variety of mediums and genres, such as drawing, oil, acrylic, watercolour, cartooning,
calligraphy, and others. Suitable for beginning to intermediate artists, each book features in-depth instruction about how
to work with the tools of the trade, master techniques, and use newfound skills in practical application via step-by-step
projects.

About the Author
Gene Franks is a renowned master of expressive pencil drawing. Gene spent his early years in rural Arkansas, where he
had the opportunity to observe the beauty of nature. He dedicated many years of intense study to perfecting his drawing
techniques and, during the process, created many fine works in pencil. A US Air Force veteran and former merchant
marine, Gene took advantage of quiet moments to hone his drawing skills. He obtained formal art training from Jefferson
Mackhammer School of Art in Santa Monica, California, and acquired additional skills through classes at the Art Center in
Pasadena. During his career as a professional artist, Gene has taught classes and inspired hundreds of students with his
unique drawing style. He believes that almost anyone, when shown how to handle the pencil, can learn to draw well.
Gene is the recipient of numerous art awards, and his work is displayed in private collections nationwide.
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NEW ZEALAND MARCH 2021 The Art of Drawing Animals
C. Smith,  N. Stacey,  P. Getha,  L. Kauffman Yaun, D. Kauffman Yaun

With The Art of Drawing Animals, you can learn to draw realistic pets, horses, wild animals, and more using
graphite and coloured pencil!

Description
Learn to draw a wide variety of cute critters, pampered pets, wild animals, and much more with The Art of Drawing
Animals! Featuring an array of adorable pets and majestic wildlife, this book offers simple step-by-step instructions for
drawing dozens of incredibly lifelike animals. Inside, five talented professional artists reveal their tricks from the trade for
drawing the features that are unique to our furry and feathered friends, from wet noses and expressive eyes to thick fur
and delicate whiskers.

The book opens with essential information about drawing tools and materials for both graphite and coloured pencils,
followed by instructions for approaching a drawing, such as building up forms with basic shapes, tracing photos, and
using photo references. The inspiring projects are divided into sections by animal type for easy reference and guide
readers on making initial sketches and detailed shading to adding finishing touches. As you progress from project to
project, you will find a range of helpful topics, such as portraying accurate proportions and creating dynamic
compositions. Among the amazing animals you'll learn to draw in realistic detail:

• Yorkie puppy
• Giraffe calf
• Maine Coon cat
• Appaloosa horse
• Elephant
• Kangaroo
• Rooster
• Box turtle

Packed with beautiful illustrations and expert instruction, The Art of Drawing Animals is a comprehensive and
indispensable resource for all artists smitten with the animal kingdom.

About the Author
A native of Boise, Idaho, Cindy Smith has been producing artwork since early childhood. Although wildlife is her favorite
subject, Cindy enjoys the challenge of creating remarkably realistic pencil drawings of anything-from people and buildings
to flowers and automobiles. She also employs a variety of other media, such as oil, acrylic, and watercolor pencil; her
collection of works even includes digital art and videos. Cindy spends many weekends camping, fishing, and taking photo
references for her art in the mountains and deserts of Idaho with her family.

Nolon Stacey is a self-taught graphic artist who specializes in realistic portraits of animals, people, and landmarks. As a
child in South Yorkshire, England, Nolon cultivated his interest in drawing throughout school. He eventually earned aWalter Foster
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NEW ZEALAND MARCH 2021 Light & Color (En Plein Air)
Iain Stewart

En Plein Air: Light & Color introduces beginning artists to a variety of techniques for painting on location to
capture mood, create atmosphere, and convey emotion.

Description
Take your watercolour painting beyond the studio-learn how to effectively use colour and light to capture mood, create
atmosphere, and convey emotion on location. Geared for beginning artists, En Plein Air: Light & Color introduces a variety
of techniques for on-location watercolour painting.

Following a brief introduction to the basics of painting en plein air and an overview of the necessary tools and materials,
you will learn how to choose a subject and paint a compelling outdoor composition using the subtleties of watercolour to
create beautifully expressive subjects and themes. Other important topics include perspective, rendering the background
and foreground, capturing both urban and pastoral landscapes, mastering colour to convey weather and time of day, and
much more. From choosing just the right subject to awaiting the perfect time of day, let En Plein Air: Light & Color guide
you in your artistic travels as you explore this daring and expressive medium.

Painting outdoors is a rewarding, peaceful experience full of joy, adventure, and persistence. Let the En Plein Air Series
guide you in your artistic travels as you explore this daring and expressive method of painting, wherever you may be.

About the Author
Iain Stewart is a watercolor artist and illustrator and a signature member of both the American and National Watercolor
Societies. His work has received numerous awards in international competition and he is a sought after juror and
workshop instructor. He is also an architectural illustrator with an international clientele, a business he has run for the last
20 years. Iain maintains a studio in Opelika, Alabama.
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NEW ZEALAND MARCH 2021 Watercolor (En Plein Air)
Ron Stocke

For artists looking to grow beyond the studio, Watercolor (En Plein Air) is the definitive resource for
experiencing the rewards and invigoration of watercolor painting on location.

Description
For artists looking to grow beyond the studio, Watercolor (En Plein Air) is the definitive resource for experiencing the
rewards and invigoration of watercolor painting on location.
Watercolor (En Plein Air) introduces beginning artists and fine-art enthusiasts to the core concepts of painting on location.
This helpful guide will get you primed and ready for a day of painting outdoors. Inside, you'll find a comprehensive list of
what to pack to maximize your time, learn how to choose a subject and interpret it for a composition, discover how to deal
with the challenges of shadows and shifting natural light, and hone your techniques.
The collection of step-by-step projects will help you reach new artistic plateaus as you create unique, dynamic artwork
outside the studio. Perfect for artists looking to break outside the norm, Watercolor (En Plein Air) is the definitive resource
for experiencing the peace and rewards of painting on location with the invigorating medium of watercolor.

About the Author
Founded in 1922 by artist Walter T. Foster, Walter Foster Publishing, an imprint of The Quarto Group, is the worlds
leading publisher of instructional art books and kits for adults and children. Walter Fosters diverse selection of drawing,
painting, doodling, and mixed media art books and kits have created a foundation for millions of beginning, intermediate,
and advanced artists looking to hone their talents, learn new techniques, and discover different mediums. From color
mixing recipes and art tools to the fundamentals of drawing and painting, Walter Fosters books cover a wide variety of
topics and mediums across a broad spectrum of traditional and eclectic subject matter for artists of all skill levels. Walter
Foster Publishing continues to expand its offerings every year, producing cutting-edge art-instruction books and kits for a
worldwide audience.
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NEW ZEALAND MARCH 2021 Ferrari Formula 1 Car by Car
Stuart Codling

Ferrari Formula 1 Car by Car is the complete guide to every Ferrari Formula 1 car that has competed since
1950.

Description
Ferrari Formula 1 Car by Car presents all of Ferrari's F1 cars in chronological order, featuring an overview of each car's
significant features, technical specifications, and its competition record accompanied by historic and contemporary
images. Published to coincide with the 70th anniversary of F1 and Ferraris participation in it, the book wraps up with a full
competition record for all of the cars. Ferrari has been a top Formula 1 competitor since the series' inception in 1950.
From its first dedicated racer, the 125, through the transition to rear-engine cars to today's technological powerhouses,
Ferrari has never rested on it laurels. The longest running team in F1, Ferrari has a record 16 constructor's titles. Its cars
have been driven by some of the greatest racers of all time including Michael Schumacher, Gilles Villeneuve, Phil Hill,
Niki Lauda, Kimi Raikkonen, Fernando Alonso, and more.

Ferrari Formula 1 Car by Car is the complete reference to all of the amazing red racers that have cemented Ferrari's
reputation as the dominant manufacturer in F1 history.

About the Author
Stuart Codling is a respected motorsport journalist and broadcaster who covered sports car racing in the United States
before joining F1 Racing, the world's biggest-selling Formula 1 magazine, in 2001. He has appeared as an F1 expert on
TV and radio, hosted for Renault F1, and contributes to F1 Racing, Autosport, Autocar, and the Red Bulletin. Codling is
the author of several Motorbooks titles, including Real Racers: Formula 1 Racing in the 1950s and 1960s, Art of the
Formula 1 Race Car, Art of the Classic Sports Car, and The Life Monaco. Stuart lives in Farnham, Surrey, England.
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NEW ZEALAND MARCH 2021 1970 Maximum Muscle
Richard Truesdell,  Mark Fletcher

1970 Maximum Muscle explores the factors that would lead to the decline of the most exciting era in the
American automotive industry&mdash;as well as the resulting arms race among designers who saw their
last opportunity to make the ultimate muscle car. As a result, 1970 was the climax of the muscle car era
from engineering, styling, and performance standpoints.

Description
In 1970, the American muscle car was as fast and outrageous as it would ever get. But the end was nigh, and 1970
Maximum Muscle dives head-first into the storm before the calm. Wherever you mark the beginning of the muscle car
era&mdash;Oldsmobile's 1949 Rocket 88, Chrysler's 1951 FirePower engines, the 1964 Pontiac GTO&mdash;one thing
is certain: in 1970, the era that had witnessed a parade of gloriously powerful, stylish, and brawny cars apt to make the
hearts of even the most dispassionate squares go pitter-patter was sucking fumes. Gasoline shortages, skyrocketing fuel
prices, insurance-industry bean counters, rising ecological concerns, and new, more fuel-efficient imports all conspired to
consign the American muscle car to an ugly and unseemly denouement. Yet 1970 saw the actual zenith of the cars
themselves, the year manufacturers pulled out all the stops and produced the most powerful and stunning machines the
automotive world had ever seen.1970 Maximum Muscle not only explores the factors that led to the decline of the most
exciting era in the American automotive industry, it details some of the new models and model options that arguably
made 1970 the climax of the muscle car era from engineering, styling, and cultural standpoints. As the war among GM,
Ford, Chrysler, and AMC played out at dealerships, dragstrips, and drive-ins, ready-and-willing gearheads drove off
dealer lots in potent behemoths like the Buick GSX, Oldsmobile 4-4-2, and Ford Torino Cobra. Muscle car stalwarts like
the SS Chevelle, Pontiac GTO, and Plymouth 'Cuda became available with optional LS-6, Stage 1, and Hemi engines,
respectively. Manufacturers ratcheted up the advertising hyperbole at the same time, offering performance packages with
names like “Six-Pack,” “Ram Air,” and “Cobra Jet,” while spoilers, scoops, hood tachometers, and decal packages were
de rigueur. Meanwhile, on the popular SCCA Trans Am circuit, top drivers campaigned more nimble muscle off-the-rack
cars like the Camaro Z/28 and Boss 302 Mustang. 1970 Maximum Muscle is an entertaining and rollicking look at the
muscle cars peak year&mdash;on the 50th anniversary!

About the Author
Richard Truesdell has contributed to Motor Trend, Automobile, Muscle Car Review, National Geographic Traveler, and
other publications. His 2005 trip from London to Maranello and back in a Ford GT and Dodge Viper was published in
Octane. He is co-author, with Mark Fletcher, of Hurst Equipped (2012).Mark Fletcher is an automotive historian and
muscle car enthusiast who has owned almost 100 performance cars from the late 1960s and early 1970s. He lives in
Southern California with his wife Cheryl and is active in several automotive clubs and organizations.
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NEW ZEALAND MARCH 2021 Corvette
Randy Leffingwell

The complete and official history of America's original sports car, right up to the much-buzzed-about eighth
generation Stingray supercar released in late 2019, written by Corvette authority Randy Leffingwell and
illustrated with imagery straight from the GM archives.

Description
The worlds fascination with the Chevrolet Corvette shows no sign of letting up, nearly 70 years after its launch. Witness
the complete history of Americas original sports car, right up to the much-buzzed-about mid-engined Stingray supercar
released in 2019. Through hundreds of rare and unpublished photos from GMs media and design archives, and in-depth
analysis from noted Corvette historian Randy Leffingwell, Corvette: Chevrolet's Supercar celebrates America's legendary
sports car across eight decades.

All of the production models and special editions are included, as are legendary race versions of the Corvette. Leffingwell
leaves no corner unexamined in his coverage of the entire evolution of America's longest continuously produced
nameplate, from Harley Earl's initial concept to the latest eighth-generation car.Officially licensed and created in
cooperation with General Motors, Corvette: Chevrolet's Supercar examines the Corvette's place in popular culture as well
its engineering and design successes. From the inaugural 1953 model to today's stunning supercar, Leffingwell features
all aspects of the most iconic Chevrolet: history, racing, period ads, and key designers such as Bill Mitchell, engineers
such as the fabled Zora Arkus-Duntov, celebrity 'Vette fans, and more.

Authoritatively written, beautifully illustrated, and spanning nearly seven decades, this is the book no Corvette enthusiast
will want to miss-an ultimate history of America's first and foremost sports car.

About the Author
Randy Leffingwell wrote his first book, American Muscle, in 1989 while still on staff at the Los Angeles Times. Since then,
he has authored another 47 titles, covering subjects from sports cars to motorcycles to farm tractors. Leffingwell is
considered one of the top Corvette historians working today, and he enjoys a close working relationship with Chevrolet as
well numerous other manufacturers. His previous Corvette titles include Art of the Corvette, Corvette: Seven Generations
of High Performance, Corvette Sixty Years, and Legendary Corvettes. He lives in Southern California.
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NEW ZEALAND MARCH 2021 We Run the Tides
Vendela Vida

An achingly beautiful and wickedly funny story of female friendship, betrayal, and a mysterious disappearance,
set in the changing landscape of San Francisco.

Description
'Smart, perceptive, elegant, sad, surprising and addictive' - Nick Hornby

Teenage Eulabee and her alluring best friend, Maria Fabiola, own the streets of Sea Cliff, their foggy, oceanside San
Francisco neighborhood. They know the ins and outs of the homes and beaches, Sea Cliff's hidden corners and eccentric
characters-as well as the swanky all-girls' school they attend. Their lives move along uneventfully, with afternoon walks by
the ocean and weekend sleepovers. Then everything changes. Eulabee and Maria Fabiola have a disagreement about
what they did or didn't witness on the way to school one morning, and this creates a schism in their friendship. The
rupture is followed by Maria Fabiola's sudden disappearance-a potential kidnapping that shakes the quiet community and
threatens to expose unspoken truths.

Suspenseful and poignant, We Run the Tides is Vendela Vida's masterpiece depiction of an inimitable place on the brink
of radical transformation. Pre-tech boom San Francisco finds its mirror in the changing lives of the teenage girls at the
centre of this story of innocence lost, the pain of too much freedom, and the struggle to find one's authentic self. Told with
a gimlet eye and great warmth, We Run the Tides is both a gripping mystery and a tribute to the wonders of youth, in all
its beauty and confusion.

About the Author
Vendela Vida is the award-winning author of six books, including Let the Northern Lights Erase Your Name and The
Diver's Clothes Lie Empty. She is a founding editor of The Believer magazine, and co-editor of The Believer Book of
Writers Talking to Writers and Confidence, or the Appearance of Confidence, a collection of interviews with musicians.
She was a founding board member of S26 Valencia, the San Francisco writing center for youth, and lives in the Bay Area
with her family
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NEW ZEALAND MARCH 2021 The Diver's Clothes Lie Empty
Vendela Vida

'Part glamorous travelogue, part slow-burn mystery, this full-bodied tale of a runaway is at once formally
inventive and heartbreakingly familiar... (It's also insanely funny.)' Lena Dunham

Description
In Vendela Vida's taut and mesmerizing novel of ideas, a woman travels to Casablanca, Morocco, on mysterious
business. While checking into her hotel, the woman is robbed of her wallet and passport - all of her money and
identification. Though the police investigate, the woman senses an undercurrent of complicity between the hotel staff and
the authorities - she knows she'll never recover her possessions. Stripped of her identity, she feels burdened by the crime
yet strangely liberated by her sudden freedom to be anyone she chooses.

A chance encounter with a movie producer leads to a job posing as a stand-in for a well-known film star. The star reels
her in deeper, though, and soon she's inhabiting the actress's skin off set, too - going deeper into the Casablancan night
and further from herself. And so continues a strange and breathtaking journey full of unexpected turns, an adventure in
which the woman finds herself moving further and further away from the person she once was.

Told with vibrant, lush detail and a wicked sense of humour, The Diver's Clothes Lie Empty is part literary mystery, part
psychological thriller - an unforgettable novel that explores free will, power, and a woman's right to choose not her past,
perhaps not her present, but certainly her future. This is Vendela Vida's most assured and ambitious novel yet.

About the Author
Vendela Vida is the author of the acclaimed novels And Now You Can Go, Let the Northern Lights Erase Your Name and
The Lovers. She is a founding editor of The Believer magazine, and the editor of The Believer Book of Writers Talking to
Writers. She lives in the San Francisco Bay Area with her husband and children.
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NEW ZEALAND MARCH 2021 Consent

A razor-sharp novel of two women brought together and one man brought down...

Description
Saskia and Jenny - twins - are alike in appearance only. Saskia is a grad student with a single-minded focus on her
studies, while Jenny is glamorous, thrill-seeking, and capricious. Still, when Jenny is severely injured in an accident,
Saskia puts her life on hold to be with her sister.

Sara and Mattie are sisters with another difficult dynamic. Mattie, who is younger, is intellectually disabled. Sara loves
nothing more than fine wines, perfumes, and expensive clothing, and leaves home at the first opportunity. But when their
mother dies, Sara inherits the duty of caring for her sister. Arriving at the house one day, she is horrified to discover that
Mattie has married their mother's handyman. The relationship ends in tragedy.

Now, Sara and Saskia, both caregivers for so long, are on their own - and come together through a cascade of
circumstances as devastating as they are unexpected. Razor-sharp and profoundly moving, Consent is a thought-
provoking exploration of the complexities of familial duty, of how love can become entangled with guilt, resentment, and
regret.

About the Author
Annabel Lyon is the author of the novel The Golden Mean, a bestseller in Canada that won the Rogers Writers' Trust
Fiction Prize, was shortlisted for the Scotiabank Giller Prize and the Governor-General's Award, and has been translated
into fourteen languages. She is also the author of a story collection, Oxygen; a book of novellas, The Best Thing for You;
and two juvenile novels, All-Season Edie and Encore Edie. She lives in British Columbia with her husband and two
children.
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NEW ZEALAND MARCH 2021 The Last Snow
Stina Jackson

From the award-winning author of The Silver Road comes an eerie, atmospheric tale of revenge and
redemption.

Description
What secrets are hidden within the walls of a desolate farmhouse in a forgotten corner of Lapland?

Early spring has its icy grip on Odesmark, a small village in northernmost Sweden, abandoned by many of its inhabitants.
But Liv Bjornlund never left. She lives in a derelict house together with her teenage son, Simon, and her ageing father,
Vidar. They make for a peculiar family, and Liv knows that they are cause for gossip among their few remaining
neighbours.

Just why has Liv stayed by her domineering father's side all these years? And is it true that Vidar is sitting on a small
fortune? His questionable business decisions have made him many enemies over the years, and in Odesmark everyone
knows everyone, and no one ever forgets.

Now someone wants back what is rightfully theirs. And they will stop at nothing to get it, no matter who stands in their
way...

About the Author
Stina Jackson was born in 1983 and raised in Skelleftea, northern Sweden. In 2006 she moved to Denver, Colorado,
where she lives with her husband and small dog. Her debut novel, The Silver Road, was an international bestseller and
won The Best Swedish Crime Novel Award in 2018. The Last Snow is her second novel.
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NEW ZEALAND MARCH 2021 The Silver Road
Stina Jackson, translated by Susan Beard

An unforgettably atmospheric debut from a rising star about a young woman's disappearance and a lonely
man's obsession with discovering the truth. An Observer thriller of the month and a Sunday Times crime
book of the month.

Description
Three years ago, Lelle's daughter went missing in a remote part of Northern Sweden. Lelle has spent the intervening
summers driving the Silver Road under the midnight sun, frantically searching for his lost daughter.

Meanwhile, seventeen-year-old Meja arrives in town hoping for a fresh start. She is the same age as Lelle's daughter was
- a girl on the brink of adulthood. But for Meja, there are dangers to be found in this isolated place.

As the days darken Lelle and Meja's lives are intertwined in ways, both haunting and tragic, that they could never have
imagined.

About the Author
Stina Jackson was born in 1983 and raised in Skelleftea, northern Sweden. In 2006 she moved to Denver, Colorado,
where she lives with her husband and small dog. The Silver Road is her debut novel.
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NEW ZEALAND MARCH 2021 The Diplomat's Wife
Michael Ridpath

TO LOVE, HONOUR, AND BETRAY. A naive diplomat's wife encounters more than the light flirtation with
communism she'd bargained for in pre-war Paris and Berlin. 40 years later, the past comes back to haunt
her, with deadly consequences

Description
TO LOVE, HONOUR, AND BETRAY...

'One of our finest thriller writers.' - Daily Mail

1936: Devastated by the death of her beloved brother Hugh, Emma seeks to keep his memory alive by wholeheartedly
embracing his dreams of a communist revolution. But when she marries an ambitious diplomat, she must leave her ideals
behind and live within the confines of embassy life in Paris and Nazi Berlin. Then one of Hugh's old comrades reappears,
asking her to report on her philandering husband, and her loyalties are torn.

1979: Emma's grandson, Phil, dreams of a gap-year tour of Cold War Europe, but is nowhere near being able to fund it.
So when his beloved grandmother determines to make one last trip to the places she lived as a young diplomatic wife,
and to try to solve a mystery that has haunted her since the war, he jumps at the chance to accompany her. But their
journey takes them to darker, more dangerous places than either of them could ever have imagined...

About the Author
Michael Ridpath spent eight years as a bond trader in the City before giving up his job to write full-time. He lives in North
London with his wife and three children. Visit his website at www.michaelridpath.com
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NEW ZEALAND MARCH 2021 One Split Second
Caroline Bond

A moving and ultimately uplifting novel that challenges us to reflect on our own beliefs about guilt,
responsibility and forgiveness.

Description
One split second ... the moment that changed their lives forever.

When a car carrying five friends home from a party crashes into a wall, the consequences are devastating - not just for
the young people directly involved, but also for their families and the wider community.

No one escapes unscathed, but some are more deeply scarred than others. Those affected are left to question who was
to blame for the accident, and what price they will pay.

This moving story of an accident and its aftermath explores our understanding of love and loyalty, grief and forgiveness.

About the Author
Caroline Bond was born in Scarborough and studied English at Oxford University before working as a market researcher
for 25 years. She has an MA in Creative Writing from Leeds Trinity University, and lives in Leeds with her husband and
three children.

@Bond2Caroline
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NEW ZEALAND MARCH 2021 The Saracen's Mark
S. W. Perry

The third instalment of The Jackdaw Mysteries. A tale of conspiracy, murder and espionage in Elizabethan
London and dazzling Marrakesh.

Description
From the CWA Historical Dagger Award-nominated author of The Angel's Mark in 2019 and The Serpent's Mark in 2020

England, 1593: Five years on from the Armada and Elizabeth's kingdom seems secure. But there is always a plot afoot...

Robert Cecil, the Queen's spymaster, needs Nicholas Shelby - reluctant spy and maverick physician - to embark on an
undercover mission once again. One that he can't refuse, if he wants to keep Bianca Merton safe.

Crossing the seas to Marrakesh in search of a missing informer, Nicholas hunts the dingy back alleys and dazzling
palaces for the truth. But his search reveals a deadly conspiracy, one far more difficult to survive than he'd ever imagined.

And back in London the plague has returned, ravaging the streets and threatening everything he holds most dear...
________________________

Praise for The Jackdaw Mysteries, a CWA Dagger finalist series

'S. W. Perry is one of the best' - The Times

'No-one is better than S. W. Perry at leading us through the squalid streets of London in the sixteenth century' - Andrew
Swanston

'S. W. Perry's ingeniously plotted novels have become my favourite historical crime series' - S. G. MacLean

About the Author
S. W. Perry was a journalist and broadcaster before retraining as an airline pilot. His debut novel, The Angel's Mark, was
listed for the CWA Historical Dagger and was a Walter Scott Prize Academy Recommended Read 2019. He lives in
Worcestershire with his wife.
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NEW ZEALAND MARCH 2021 Dark Horses
Susan Mihalic

A provocative and darkly gripping debut about a young survivor of abuse, set in the tense, high-stakes arena
of Olympian horse-riding.

Description
Fifteen year-old equestrian prodigy Roan Montgomery has only ever known two worlds: inside the riding arena, and out.

Both are ruled over by her father, who demands strict obedience in all aspects of her life. However, the warped power
dynamic of coach and rider extends far beyond the stables, and Roan's relationship with her father has long been
incestuous.

A ruthless ambition for the Olympics allows her to compartmentalise this dark aspect of her life, until she meets Will
Howard, a boy her age, who brings everything into focus.

About the Author
Susan Mihalic is an editor and writer who teaches therapeutic horseriding. She lives in Taos, New Mexico and this is her
first novel.
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NEW ZEALAND MARCH 2021 Sleep Well, My Lady
Kwei Quartey

When the beautiful Lady Araba is found murdered, her Aunt Dele suspects Araba's boyfriend, the famous talk
show host, Augustus Seeza. Dele asks PI Emma Djan to investigate.

Description
Hard-hitting talk show host Augustus Seeza has become a household name in Ghana, though plagued by rumours of
lavish overspending, alcoholism, and womanising. He's dating the imposing, beautiful Lady Araba, who leads a self-made
fashion empire. Araba's religious family believes Augustus is after her money and intervenes to break them up. A few
days later, just before a major runway show, Araba is found murdered in her bed. Her driver is arrested after a hasty
investigation, but Araba's favourite aunt, Dele, has always thought Augustus Seeza was the real killer.

Almost a year later, Dele approaches Emma Djan, who has finally started to settle in as the only female PI at her agency.
To solve Lady Araba's murder, Emma must not only go on an undercover mission that dredges up trauma from her past
but navigate a long list of suspects with solid alibis. Emma quickly discovers that they are willing to lie for each other - and
that one may still be willing to kill.

About the Author
Kwei Quartey was born in Ghana, but moved to the USA to complete his medical training. He practised as a physician for
more than twenty-five years while simultaneously writing, before deciding to become a full-time novelist in 2018. His
previous work has been published to great critical acclaim and has appeared on the Los Angeles Times bestseller list.
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NEW ZEALAND MARCH 2021 The Missing American
Kwei Quartey

American widower, Gordon Tilson, befriends a young Ghanaian woman online. After sending her thousands of
dollars, he goes to Ghana to surprise her but then he disappears. Gordon's son Derek, turns to a PI agency
with a new detective determined to prove her worth.

Description
When vulnerable Gordon Tilson becomes the unwitting victim of an online scam, he finds himself alone in the whirlwind
city of Accra, with a hardened resolve to uncover those responsible. But his decision leads him into unimaginable danger,
and now his son Derek has lost all contact with him, and fears for his life. With no choice but to travel into the heart of
Ghana, Derek begins a near impossible search for his father.
Frustrated by the inadequate local police, Derek turns to Emma Djan, a young private detective desperate to prove her
worth. In a heart-stopping race against time, they must expose those at the very heart of Accra's power who are willing to
kill to protect their secrets, if they are to find the missing American.
'Quartey provides such a strong sense of Ghana that you'll be wishing for a platter of kenkey to keep you from biting your
nails to the quick' - Oprah.com

About the Author
Kwei Quartey was born in Ghana, but moved to the USA to complete his medical training. He practiced as a physician for
more than twenty-five years while simultaneously writing, before deciding to become a full-time novelist in 2018. His
previous work has been published to great critical acclaim and has appeared on the Los Angeles Times bestseller list.
The Missing American is the first novel in a brand-new series featuring Private Investigator Emma Djan.
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NEW ZEALAND MARCH 2021 An Isolated Incident
Soniah Kamal

Zari Zoon is excited to marry her fiance but then tragedy strikes. She is sent from Kashmir to America to stay
with relatives and to rebuild her ruined life.

Description
Zari Zoon, a young and vivacious girl from Kashmir, is looking forward to a bright future when the raging conflict in the
region reaches her family home. In the space of a single evening Zari suffers immeasurable tragedy, and the next thing
she knows she's alone and on a plane to America. Her distant family relatives, the Nabis, offer her a temporary home and
try to understand, but the horror of that evening continues to haunt Zari as she attempts to stitch back the tatters of her
life in a strange new country.

Billy Nabi, fiercely tender-hearted, longs to help Zari, but the choices he makes jeopardise them all ...

About the Author
Soniah Kamal is an award-winning writer whose debut novel was a finalist for the Townsend Prize for Fiction and the KLF
French Fiction Prize. Her work has appeared in many publications including the New York Times, The Guardian and
Buzzfeed. She was born in Pakistan, grew up in England and Saudi Arabia and currently resides in the US.
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NEW ZEALAND MARCH 2021 The Straits of Treachery
Richard Hopton

A tale of war, treachery and divided loyalties, The Straits of Treachery is set in Sicily during the turbulent years
of the Napoleonic Wars.

Description
September 1810. Raids across the Straits of Messina to disrupt preparations for the French invasion of the island have
been repulsed with heavy casualties. George Warne, a bright young British officer, suspects treachery back in Messina,
and is ordered to investigate. Warne uncovers a shadowy underworld of spies, traitors and informers where nothing is
quite as it seems and where danger lurks around every corner.

If the long-threatened French invasion erupts will Sicily's defenders be prepared?

About the Author
Richard Hopton is an author, historian and journalist. He has published three works of non-fiction, and The Straits of
Treachery will be his first historical novel. Richard graduated from the University of Oxford with an M.A. in Modern History.
His interests include architecture, the British countryside, art, politics, cricket, racing and springer spaniels. He lives in
Dorset with his wife and two children.
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NEW ZEALAND MARCH 2021 Rage of the Assassin
Edward Marston

London, 1817. A man is shot outside of Covent Garden Theatre. Was Sir Roger Mellanby MP, a spearhead for
social reform, really the intended target of the shooting? Twin detectives Paul and Peter Skillen are tasked
to find the assassin.

Description
London, 1817. An impatient crowd is gathered outside the stage door of the Covent Garden Theatre, desperate for a
glimpse of actress Hannah Granville after her latest performance as Lady Macbeth, amongst them the Prince Regent
himself. But before she can appear a gunshot sounds, and a man lies dead on the ground amidst the ensuing chaos.

Sir Roger Mellanby MP had been a spearhead for social reform, although his political leanings had made him many
enemies within the Westminster elite and even in his own family. But was he really the intended target of the shooting?
After a curt dismissal from the Bow Street Runners, Mellanby's friend Seth Hooper engages the services of twin
detectives Paul and Peter Skillen to investigate the killing.

Elsewhere, the assassin's own problems are just beginning.

About the Author
Edward Marston has written over a hundred books, including some non fiction. He is best known for his hugely successful
Railway Detective series. His other current series are the Home Front Detective, set in the Great War, and the Bow Street
Rivals, featuring identical twin detectives during the Regency.
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NEW ZEALAND MARCH 2021 Murder at the Natural History Museum
Jim Eldridge

When the Natural History Museum hires Daniel Wilson and Abigail Fenton to investigate the destruction of a
fossilised dinosaur skeleton, they are slightly reluctant- vandalism is not their speciality. But then an
attendant in the dinosaur room is found murdered.

Description
August 1895. When the newly dubbed 'Museum Detectives' are asked to investigate deliberate damage to a dinosaur
skeleton at the Natural History Museum, there is evidence that the fossil-hunting mania of the notorious Bone Wars in
America may have reached their shores. But for Daniel Wilson, famed for his involvement in the Jack the Ripper case,
and renowned archaeologist Abigail Fenton, events soon take a sinister turn .

A museum attendant is found dead by the famous theatre manager Bram Stoker, who may have had a personal
connection with the deceased. Facing pressure from both an overseas business and a local celebrity, Wilson and Fenton
must rely on their talents and instincts to solve their most intriguing case yet.

About the Author
Jim Eldridge has had over one hundred books published, which have sold over three million copies. He is also a radio, TV
and movie scriptwriter who has had 250 TV scripts broadcast in the UK and internationally. He lives in Sevenoaks, Kent.
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NEW ZEALAND MARCH 2021 Sustainable Home
Christine Liu

An inspirational and practical guidebook to maintaining a more environmentally friendly household.

Description
Sustainable Home is an inspirational and practical guidebook to maintaining a more environmentally friendly household.
Sustainability enthusiast and zero-waste advocate Christine Liu takes you on a tour through the rooms of your home - the
living area, kitchen, bedroom and bathroom - offering tips, tricks and 17 step-by-step projects designed to help you lead a
more low-impact lifestyle. Whether its by making your own toothpowder, growing your own herb garden or upcycling old
pieces of furniture, there are numerous ways - both big and small - to make a difference.

About the Author
Christine Liu is author of the blog and YouTube account Snapshots of Simplicity, a diary and guide to living simply and
sustainably. She has a degree in Industrial and Packaging Technology from California Polytechnic State University San
Luis Obispo, and was also a H&M Sustainable Packaging Challenge fellow of the DO School based in Germany. She livs
in San Jose, California, where she works full time at Cisco Systems, drives community initiatives in regards to zero waste,
and also aspires to open a package free grocery store long term.
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NEW ZEALAND MARCH 2021 Hidden Places (Inspired Traveller's Guide)
Sarah Baxter, illustrated by Amy Grimes

Bringing together comprehensively researched text and stunning hand-drawn illustrations specially
commissioned for this book, Hidden Places (Inspired Traveller's Guide) takes you to some of the world's
most secret of destinations.

Description
Discover an ancient gateway to the Mayan underworld at Actun Tunichil Muknal cave, hidden in the depths of the jungle
in Belize, a mysterious underwater monument sunken off the Ryukyu Islands in Japan or a prehistoric village covered for
centuries by a huge sand dune at Skara Brae in the Orkney Islands.

Bringing together evocative text and stunning illustrations this beautiful book instantly transports you to twenty-five of the
world's most secret destinations. From remote locations that visitors must trek and wade just to catch a glimpse of, to
forgotten cities only recently revealed, and places purposefully hidden away as sanctuaries from persecution, each
destination has a very human story at its heart and behind its secrecy.

Perfect for those who want to get away from it all, this book takes you closer to these hidden locations than ever before.

About the Author
Sarah Baxter is an author and journalist. She was Associate Editor of Wanderlust magazine, the bible for independent-
minded travellers, for more than ten years and has written extensively on walking and travel for a diverse range of other
publications, including the Guardian, the Telegraph, and the Independent. Sarah has also contributed to more than a
dozen Lonely Planet guidebooks.

Amy Grimes is an illustrator based in London. Drawing inspiration from nature and the natural world, Amy's work often
features bright and bold illustrated motifs, floral icons and leafy landscapes. As well as working on commissioned
illustrations, Amy also sells prints, textiles and stationery under the brand of Hello Grimes.
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NEW ZEALAND MARCH 2021 Spiritual Places (Inspired Traveller's Guide)
Sarah Baxter

Spiritual Places (The Inspired Traveller's Guide) is perfect for those who want to get away, taking readers
closer to these sacred sites than ever before with beautifully-written text and thoughtful illustrations evoking
the very spirit of each place.

Description
Combining thoughtful text and beautiful hand-drawn illustrations created exclusively for this book, The Inspired Traveller's
Guide: Spiritual Places takes readers closer to these sacred sites than ever before by evoking the very spirit of each
place.

In Spiritual Places (The Inspired Traveller's Guide), travel journalist Sarah Baxter has carefully curated a selection of the
most spiritual destinations from around the world. From breathtaking scenery to religious capitals, her enlightening text
will reveal the full spiritual story of each site, combined with tales of previous visitors that will both delight and inspire.
Accompanied by beautiful hand-drawn illustrations that convey the unique tranquillity of each place, Inspired Traveller's
Guide: Spiritual Places takes readers closer to these sacred locations than ever before by evoking the very spirit of each
place.

From the manmade splendour of the Easter Island Statues in Chile, to the medieval pilgrimage of Camino de Santiago
that stretches to Spain, travellers are increasingly seeking the peace and serenity of spiritual sites as sanctuaries from a
politically fractious and unstable world. Whether they are places of natural beauty inscribed with religious significance or
sites constructed for worship, these locations are essential destinations on treks and adventures.

About the Author
Sarah Baxter is a respected British writer with extensive media contacts. Since 2002 she has worked at Wanderlust
magazine, the bible for independent-minded travellers, where she is now Associate Editor. She has written extensively on
walking and travel for Wanderlust and a diverse range of other publications, and has contributed to more than a dozen
Lonely Planet books.
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NEW ZEALAND MARCH 2021 Mystical Places (Inspired Traveller's Guide)
Sarah Baxter, illustrated by Amy Grimes

Journey to the worlds most enigmatic and magical destinations with this charming guide, full of folklore,
unworldly mysteries and far-flung fairy tale locales.

Description
Discover 25 mystical destinations from around the globe in this enchanting guide full of magic, folklore and exquisitely
beautiful places. Seeking a transcendent travel experience? Take a magical pilgrimage to Alfaborg, the City of Elves;
marvel at the otherworldly splendour of Xandadu, the heart of a lost dynasty; and discover the gateway to the afterlife in
the Alepotrypa Cave.

In these pages we meet mythical kings, explore sacred summits and enchanted architecture, and find a cast of giants,
ghosts, golems and sea creatures. Filled with beautifully bewitching illustrations, this guide aims to transport you, in the
comfort of your own armchair, to sacred and mystical spots, digging into their legends and evoking their supernatural
essence.

Each book in the 'Inspired Travellers Guide' series offers readers a fascinating, informative and charmingly illustrated
guide to must-visit destinations round the globe. Titles include Spiritual Places, Literary Places, Hidden Places and
Mystical Places.

About the Author
Sarah Baxter grew up in Norfolk, England and now lives in Bath. Her passion for travel and the great outdoors saw her
traverse Asia, Australia, New Zealand and the United States before settling into a writing career. She was Associate
Editor of Wanderlust magazine, the bible for independent-minded travellers, for more than ten years and has also written
extensively on travel for a diverse range of other publications, including the Guardian, the Telegraph and the Independent
newspapers. Sarah has also contributed to more than a dozen Lonely Planet guidebooks.

Amy Grimes is an illustrator based in London. Drawing inspiration from nature and the natural world, Amy's work often
features bright and bold illustrated motifs, floral icons and leafy landscapes. As well as working on commissioned
illustrations, Amy also sells prints, textiles and stationery under the brand of Hello Grimes.
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NEW ZEALAND MARCH 2021 Acrylic (En Plein Air)
Mark Mehaffey

Learn the core concepts of painting on location - the definitive resource for experiencing the peace and
rewards of painting in the open air.

Description
Learn the core concepts of painting on location with Acrylic (En Plein Air), the definitive resource for experiencing the
peace and rewards of painting in the open air.
Acrylic (En Plein Air) beginning artists and fine-art lovers alike to the core concepts of painting on location. This
hardworking guide features everything you'll need to get started, including expert tips on what to pack and how to
maximize your time outdoors, as well as how to choose a subject when you're on-site and then interpret it for a complex
and pleasing composition. Painting on location in the open air is a unique challenge, but withAcrylic (En Plein Air), you will
learn to deal with the challenges of shadows and natural light and hone your skills in a fun, refreshing way. Perfect for
artists looking to grow beyond the studio, this one-stop guide is an excellent resource for expanding upon the peace and
joy that comes with painting.

About the Author
Michigan-based Mark E. Mehaffey is an artist, instructor, author, and lecturer who works in both watercolor and acrylic.
He is a member of many painting organizations and has won multiple awards for his artwork, including the Silver Medal of
Honor from the American Watercolor Society. Mehaffeys paintings are included in public and private collections
throughout the world.
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NEW ZEALAND MARCH 2021 The Quilting Bible
Editors of CPi

Beginning and skilled quilters alike will turn to this reference on every aspect of machine quilting again and
again.

Description
This is the one reference every quilter needs. Its 352 pages and 1,000 photographs cover every aspect of machine
quilting. Sections include quilt basics, block-pieced quilts, applique quilts, special piecing methods, embellishing quilts,
and a sampler quilt with related projects. Quilters from beginners to the skilled will turn to this book again and again.
Revised with new photography and updated content to be more complete, this is the only reference machine quilters will
need.

About the Author
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NEW ZEALAND MARCH 2021 Launch Code
Michael Ridpath

From the million-copy bestselling author, perfect for fans of Das Boot, The Hunt for Red October, Mark
Dawson, Alan Furst and Mark Billingham.

Description
'Hugely enjoyable and thought-provoking, Launch Code brings to mind the classic thrillers of Alister Maclean and Jack
Higgins. A well-crafted ingenious mystery, tightly plotted, compelling and contemporary, this could well be Michael
Ridpath's best novel yet.' - Stav Sherez, author of the Carrigan & Miller series

1983: Three hundred feet beneath the Atlantic, submarine Lieutenant Bill Guth receives the order he's been dreading: a
full nuclear strike against the USSR. Crisis is soon averted, but in the chaos that follows, one crew member ends up
dead...

2019: Bill's annual family gathering is interrupted when a historian turns up, eager to uncover the truth about the near-
apocalyptic Cold War incident. Bill refuses to answer, but that night the man is brutally murdered.

What happened all those years ago? How much is Bill to blame for events in the past? And who will stop at nothing to
keep the secrets of 1983 where they belong?

'Deadly state secrets and deadlier family secrets - perfectly crafted, scrupulously researched Launch Code weaves an
ingeniously dark and tangled web that will keep you gripped and guessing to the very end. Ridpath is one of the best
thriller writers around.' - Craig Russell, author of The Devil Aspect

About the Author
Michael Ridpath spent eight years as a bond trader in the City before giving up his job to write full time. He lives in north
London with his wife and three children. Visit his website at www.michaelridpath.com.
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NEW ZEALAND MARCH 2021 The Wanderer
Michael Ridpath

From the million-copy bestselling author, perfect for fans of Stieg Larsson, Anne Holt, and The Killing.

Description
'Michael Ridpath is trouncing the Scandinavians on their home turf. This is international thriller writing at its best.' - Peter
James

Iceland, 2017: When a young Italian tourist is found brutally murdered at a sacred church in northern Iceland, Magnus
Jonson, newly returned to the Reykjavik police force, is called in to investigate. At the scene, he finds a stunned TV crew,
there to film a documentary on the life of the legendary Viking, Gudrid the Wanderer.

Magnus quickly begins to suspect that there may be more links to the murdered woman than anyone in the film crew will
acknowledge. As jealousies come to the surface, new tensions replace old friendships, and history begins to rewrite itself,
a shocking second murder leads Magnus to question everything he thought he knew ...

About the Author
Michael Ridpath spent eight years as a bond trader in the City before giving up his job to write fulltime. He lives in north
London with his wife and three children. Visit his website at www.michaelridpath.com.
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NEW ZEALAND MARCH 2021 Money and Power
Vince Cable

A captivating economic history of government all over the world

Description
Through economics, our politicians have the power to transform people's lives for better or worse. Think Deng Xiaoping
who lifted millions out of poverty by opening up China; Franklin D Roosevelt whose 'New Deal' helped the USA break free
of the Great Depression. Or Peron and his successors in Argentina who brought the country to the brink of ruin.

In this magisterial history, economist and politician Vince Cable examines the legacy of 16 world leaders who transformed
their countries' economic fortunes and who also challenged economic convention. From Thatcher to Trump, from Lenin to
Bismarck, Money and Power provides a whole new perspective on the science of government. Examining the fascinating
interplay of economics and politics, this is a compelling journey through some of the most significant people and events of
the last 300 years.

About the Author
Sir Vince Cable is the former UK Secretary of State for Business, Innovation and Skills and former President of the UK
Board of Trade. He is Honorary Professor of Economics at Nottingham University and former Chief Economist at Shell.
He is the bestselling author of The Storm: The World Economic Crisis and What It Means. It was a Sunday Times
bestseller with over 100,000 copies sold.
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NEW ZEALAND MARCH 2021 Consent
Annabel Lyon

A smart, mature writer's novel about sex and power in the modern world - as if Deborah Levy wrote Cat
Person.

Description
LONGLISTED FOR THE GILLER PRIZE

Saskia and Jenny - twins - are alike in appearance only. Saskia is a grad student with a single-minded focus on her
studies, while Jenny is glamorous, thrill-seeking, and capricious. Still, when Jenny is severely injured in an accident,
Saskia puts her life on hold to be with her sister.

Sara and Mattie are sisters with another difficult dynamic. Mattie, who is younger, is intellectually disabled. Sara loves
nothing more than fine wines, perfumes, and expensive clothing, and leaves home at the first opportunity. But when their
mother dies, Sara inherits the duty of caring for her sister. Arriving at the house one day, she is horrified to discover that
Mattie has married their mother's handyman. The relationship ends in tragedy.

Now, Sara and Saskia, both caregivers for so long, are on their own - and come together through a cascade of
circumstances as devastating as they are unexpected. Razor-sharp and profoundly moving, Consent is a thought-
provoking exploration of the complexities of familial duty, of how love can become entangled with guilt, resentment, and
regret.

About the Author
Annabel Lyon is the author of the novel The Golden Mean, a bestseller in Canada that won the Rogers Writers' Trust
Fiction Prize, was shortlisted for the Scotiabank Giller Prize and the Governor-General's Award, and has been translated
into fourteen languages. She is also the author of a story collection, Oxygen; a book of novellas, The Best Thing for You;
and two juvenile novels, All-Season Edie and Encore Edie. She lives in British Columbia with her husband and two
children.
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NEW ZEALAND MARCH 2021 The Last Snow
Stina Jackson, translated by Susan Beard

A troubled family. A broken home. A suspicious community. No one ever forgets. From the award-winning
author of The Silver Road.

Description
What secrets are hidden within the walls of a desolate farmhouse in a forgotten corner of Lapland?

Early spring has its icy grip on Odesmark, a small village in northernmost Sweden, abandoned by many of its inhabitants.
But Liv Bjornlund never left. She lives in a derelict house together with her teenage son, Simon, and her ageing father,
Vidar. They make for a peculiar family, and Liv knows that they are cause for gossip among their few remaining
neighbours.

Just why has Liv stayed by her domineering father's side all these years? And is it true that Vidar is sitting on a small
fortune? His questionable business decisions have made him many enemies over the years, and in Odesmark everyone
knows everyone, and no one ever forgets.

Now someone wants back what is rightfully theirs. And they will stop at nothing to get it, no matter who stands in their
way...

About the Author
Stina Jackson was born in 1983 and raised in Skelleftea, northern Sweden. In 2006 she moved to Denver, Colorado,
where she lives with her husband and small dog. Her debut novel, The Silver Road, was an international bestseller and
won The Best Swedish Crime Novel Award in 2018. The Last Snow is her second novel.
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